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Six Toss Hats into Campus Mayor Race
Cast In Rehearsal

!SS

\

Music Night Speeches To Begin May 2;
Will Be Held pther Plans Start Soon
This Friday
Six prospective Campus Mayors, passed on by tile General Senate Tuesday night, have tossed their hats into the local political
ring

and will

probably begin to show signs of their ambitions in the near
Music Night, sponsored by N111 ! future. Actual speeches and debates cannot be
held until Friday,
Alpha Epsilon, will be presented
! May 2.
day evening, April 25, at 7:45 in .1
• The six candidates, who v. i1 stake
Memorial Gymnasium, with a dance
their luck on the student body's m!t-tooto follow the entertainment.
! efficient electoral wheel, are: Pete
The annual senior award of NI Ascher. John Ballou, Angus Black,
Alpha Epsilon will be presented b:.
Arthur Boynton, Phil Catir. L11.1 Bob
Professor Adelbert Wells Spragn.
! Merchant.
as the entertainment draws to a clos,
Ascher. frosh mechanical engineer,
The award will go to the senior ee:i!,
resides
in South Hannibal, and will be
has been the most beneficial to musimanaged by Don Pratt. Ballou, with
cal advance on the Maine campus (lurThe General Student Senate. after Joe O'Neil as manager, is a
Phi Gam
ing his college career.
receiving an "ok" on their proposed sophomore in Arts.
Rehearsing for "Twelfth Night" but strangely out of costume,
The proceeds of this year's Music constitution in Friday's
referendum,
are
Harry Gibbons will manage Black,
Biff Shalek, Peg Morris, Mark Dirks, and Lydia Backer.--Photo by
Night will be used to grant one or will meet Tuesday to
nominate stu- Alpha Gamma
Newhall
Rho's representative.
more music scholarships.
dents for the four top offices of next
Black is a forestry sophomore. North
The program for Music Night en- year's Senate.
Dorms will see Boynton as its canditertainment is as follows: Overture
These offices are president, vice pres- date, managed by Charles
Preble.
frotn "The Barber of Seville," Ros- ident, secretary, and treasurer,
and are Boynton is a junior EE major.
sini.
by
the
Orchestra
; The Debu- drawn from and voted on by the stu"Twelfth Night," by William Shakespeare, the second of two
May productions by Herschel Bricker's advanced acting class, will tante. Clark, by the band and soloist dent body at large. The president must Bob Prince will be head man for
Phil Catir of SAE, a sophomore Arts
Evan Johnson, trumpet; Cantata: Hear be a senior, the vice president
open for a one day stand at the Little Theatre this Saturday.
and treas(Continued on Page Four)
My Prayer, Mendelssohn, by the Glee urer are juniors, and the secretary
will
Two performances will be given,i speare Festival which opened yesterday Club with Arline Tankle,
soprano be a sophomore.
•one in the afternoon and one in the I at Stratford-upon-Avon, England.
soloist; Introduction to Act III from
Senate members will be busy this
evening. Tickets, at 60 cents, will be
(Continued on Page Two)
The acting class performance is beweek hunting down prospective candion sale at the door. Curtain time is ing directed by Earle Rankin, well
dates for these positions.
remembered for his leading role in the
2:30 p.m.. and 8:15 p.m.
The Senate plans to hold these elections, plus those of the Men's Senate,
This first Shakepearian production Masque's pre-war production of "Hamt
Those taking part are: Robert
Men's Athletic Association. Men's
since the war. sponsored by the
A new slate of officers were elected
, Brown, Lydia Backer, Mary Dirks,
Watch Award, and Class Parts on for the Newman Club
Tuesday eveMasque, is being called a "383rd birth- Leon Shalek, Joe Tillem. Ethel
Morris.
Friday. May 13.
ning. with Dick Gagnon, a member of
day production of the author. William Arnold Colbath, Ralph Higgins.
Royal
Three hundred and eight students the class of 1948, being
Dr. Lillian Brush will be guest
named new
Shakespeare." "Twelfth Night" is also Graves. John Crooker, and
Charles I speaker at the annual All-Maine Wom- voted in Friday's referendum on the president.
the birthday production of the Shake- Leach.
en's banquet to be held Wednesday, constitution. 168 being for and 140
Other officers that were elected are:
30. in North Estabrooke Hall. against.
vice president, Pat Rozzi. 1950: recordNew All-Maine Women will be tapped
ing secretary. Elizabeth Clark. a sophat this time.
omore; corresponding secretary. Ed
The topic of Dr. Brush's talk will 1),
McDermott. 1950; and treasurer. Mary
"Woman in her Role." Two students,
Healey. 1948.
Kay Kennedy and June Swanton, will
owls will suffer this week
The retiring officers are: i!resident,
The Maine Campus will add
also speak.
Joe Wedge: vice president. Marguerite
end. as Daylight Saving time goes
four extra pages to its next week's
A slate of nominations for next
All-Maine Women are chosen from
Sullivan: recording secretary. Mary
issue, making room for a special
into effect Saturday and everyyear's Women's Student Government
the junior and senior classes on the
Ann Dineen: treasurer. Alice RayMaine
Day
supplement
.
body loses one hour's sleep.
basis of character, leadership, honor,
officers was announced Tuesday by
mond: and corresponding, secretary.
The supplement. carrying stuExactly, clocks should be set
dignity, willingness to accept responsiWill Anderson.
dents' names and the projects to
B. J. Durgin. present WSGA presiahead one hour Saturday midnight.
bility. and Maine spirit.
which
they
are
assigned, plus
dent.
Present All-Maine Women are: special Maine Day features, will
Election date, not definitely set, will
Betty Durgin. Evelyn Foster, Peg
be the result of extra effort on the
be sometime next week. The slate is
Spaulding. Lois Ricker. Sal Phillips.
part of the University Print Shop.
Barbara Mills. Shirley Sibley Morrow. the Maine Day Committee, and
as follows:
and
Barbara McNeil.
77,f, 11 4' Ca mptts.
For president, Marit Andersen and
Junior Prom tickets will go on sale
Friday. May 2. to members of the
Phillip Fields, junior psychology
Donna Welts: vice president, Nancy
junior class only, at a price of $3.00
Carter and Kathleen Kennedy; treasur- major, was elected president of Sigma
a couple. The place of sale will be
er, Janice Crane and Barbara Hinds; Mu Sigma, honorary psychology fraannotinced in next week's Ca ;;?;:is.
secretary, Betty Arnold and Louise ternity, at the regular meeting in the
The dance. strictly formal. w ill last
psychology lab last Thursday evening.
Powers.
from 9 to 2. and music will he provided
Mina Sibley was elected vice-presiy the Maine Bears.
dent. George Cooper was made secreMembers of the dance committee are
This
year's
Maine
Day
faculty
and
• for the first audience to leave the gymtary-treasurer, and Martha Leeman bestudent skit will be shown twice on nasium as quickly as possible to allow Lenny Plavin. chairman lo I ..0'• Concame social chairman.
Wednesday evening. May 7, in order ample time for the second group to be 11:e Thoires, Bob Preti. and Harry
Dr. Grace Foster. psychologist at
accomnuxlate the maximum number in place prior to the start of the second Crowell.
to
Screens for North Dormitories are the Augusta State Hospital, will speak • of persons expected to attend the joint , rc•rforman
ce.
available. and will be hung in the near at tonight's meeting
performance.
After
the
second performance, a
future, according to an announcement
Because of the increased number of dance will he held at the gynmasiwn
by Mr. Ray Thomas. FPHA repreboth students and faculty, the facilities , sititil 11:30 with music provided by th,
sentative on campus.
at the Memorial Gymnasium will not ! Maine Bears.
All men that are interested i!i formThe statement followed the report
hold the audience expected for one
The
entertainm
ent
committee
of
the
ing
a chapter of Kappa Sigma Kappa
heard by the Men's Senate last week,
Although the search for Noreen , showing. This is the first year that
Maine Day Committee emphasize the fraternity should contact Ken
that no screens would be available for Reed and Bruce Fulton, missing stu- it has been necessary
babarge
I
to have two necessity of having a large audience
at North Dorm 10. Rooni 15.
the North Dorms.
dents. is entering its third week, no presentations.
, at the first show. If the majority of
Through an error. interested parties
Mr. Thomas also announced that concrete lead has been found to indicate ! The first show
will start promptly ! persons wait for the second, they were
previously referred to Ralph
South Apartments will be screened their whereabouts. State and local at 6:30 and the second
will follow at predict that an insufficient number of
Barnett at Oak Hall, who. being a
in addition to North Dorms. but that police have traced down numerous 8:15. A short interval will elapse
be- seatswill be available and some per- member of
Phi Mu Delta. cannot
more screens must be constructed.
leads. hut without success.
. tween the two and it will be necessary I sons will be turned away.
instigate a new fraternity.

Senate Seeks
Nominations
For New Posts

'Twelfth Night' Goes On This Saturday

Newman Cub
Elects Gagnon

Dr. Brush Is
Banquet Guest

WSG Sets Up
Election Slate

Clock Ahead One Hour
And We All Lose Sleep
Night

Twelve Page Campus
Will Mark Maine Day

Tickets To Be cold
For Junior Prom

Fields Is President
Of Sigma Mu Sigma

Faculty And Student Skit
To Be Shown Twice Maine Da

Screens Going Up
On Nolth Dorms

Reed And Fulton Absent
For Two Weeks Ncw

PS!
oswoco Co.

Interested Men Plan
To Form New Frat Pere

•
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Child Health Conferences
Being Held At Merrill Hall

Xi Sigma Pi Holds • Alter Dark
,Initiation For 7
Critic Lauds
Including
Alumnus
are

Good Acting
In 'Seven Sisters' Play

The Health Council of the South I Working at these conferences
Six students, one faculty member,
Apartments reports that to date over Dr. Cornell or Dr. Theriault, assisted
50 children have attended the six Child by Mrs. Jean Turner, R.N., a volun- and one alumnus were recently initiated
BY DENNY EVANS
, job by an excellent actor. He has the
teer from the Health Council. The into Xi Sigma Pi, national forestry
Health Conferences. These are held
ability to command the stage at all
Extension Service, Dr. Hauck, and
High spot of the week is "Seven
in Merrill Hall, Saturday afternoons,
honor society, at the University of
Good show. Burbage! Should
!times.
Dean Wieman have been most helpful
Sisters," presented by the Advanced
from 3:30 to 5:00.
Maine.
I Marney Abrams again play the diffiin making these conferences successful.
Acting Class.
dent lady-killer, for a really polished
At regular intervals, the children
The newly initiated members are as
It is hoped that the Child Health
are weighed, measured, and given Conferences will be continued in the follows: seniors, Stephen L. Jacobs, A fast-moving, well-written play,, job he might take lessons from Errol
complete physical examinations. Im- fall for the benefit of every child in Hingham, Mass.; James L. Haskell, packed with fun and situations. A good i Flynn. The matriarch of the family
munizations for whooping cough and the community.
Cohasset, Mass.; Sumner L. Burgess, job was turned out by practically every could have been much stronger. For
diphtheria, vaccinations for smallpox,
Sangerville; Stanley W. Frost, Nor- member of the cast. Why? Because:a production of this type, the show was
they had fun on stage doing the play,'good, fast, and well-directed.
and the Schick test are given to those
way: juniors, Neal Gundersen, Cranand
that feeling invariably communiwho desire them.
ford, N. J.; Robert M. Thompson,
I "Sinbad the Sailor"... Shades of
cates itself to the audience. The first
1946,
Norof
class
Mass.;
Wellesley,
Doug Fairbanks, Sr.! Top man in the
In addition, there is a nutritionist
if own:tied from Page ONO
laughs from the small but appreciative
wood W. Olmstead, Charleston.
business for this type of role, Doug,
present for consultation. Literature on
audience wiped out all awkwardness
I Jr. is magnificent. But he is still in the
child care may be obtained from the "Lohengrin," Wagner, by the orchesArthur G. Randall, of the forestry and
the cast's confidence zoomed. The
shadow of Doug, Sr., who never used
State Department of Health.
tra; Two Negro Spirituals, arranged department faculty, was initiated as an
play bogged down a wee bit in the
a double, whose shoulders didn't beThere will be two or three more by Dawson, (1) Ain'a That Good associate member.
second act, but picked up again in the long
to the Prop Dept., whose truly inconferences before school closes in News (2) Soon Ah Will Be Done
The group voted to reestablish the third.
fectious laugh bubbled up from his
}me. Any resident at the South Apart- A-wid De Troubles Ob de Worl', Xi Sigma Pi compass award, which
The pig-tailed set was cute, so much toes, and whose every gesture and
ments. Trailers. and Cabins whose by the Glee Club; Berceuse from was discontinued during the war. This
so
that they seemed rather young to movement was pure harmonious magic.
Goddard,
by the orchestra award is a woodsman's compass, which
child has not attended the conferences "Jocelyn,"
be going to college here. Jean Camp- Senior acted with every fiber of his
Anna
and
French
soloist
Crouse,
and wishes an appointment should conis given to the highest ranking mem- bell—"My
Favorite Blonde"—made a superbly-muscled body in a flamboytact Mrs. Walter Wyman, 1E, as soon Horn; Nightmare—Fire Dance, La ber of the junior class.
transition
lovely
from maiden to ant style all his own.
Falla. by the Modern Dance Club and
as possible for details.
wedded woman. In the second act, was
soloist Evelyn Foster; Clair de Lune,
"Abie's Irish Rose"...5 years on
Debussey, by the Modern Dance Club Murray, pianist; Announcement of Mu her knitting just stage business, or was Broadway, 32 months on the air, and
Apprentices and soloist Jean Wallace. Alpha Epsilon Senior Award by Pro- it part of the play and plot? And did 4 days in Bangor. If you haven't yet.
anyone notice? Hmmmm. Joyce Faulkdo.
Choral Fantasia for Pianoforte, Opus fessor Adelbert W. Sprague; Suite:
Mrs. Edward N. Brush will be guest #80, Beethoven, by the Chorus and Atlantis, Safranak, by the band; and ner, as Ella, began to get the feel of Low spot of the week ..."Mysteriher role in the third act, and there she
speaker at a mass meeting of the Off- Orchestra; Introduction: Adagio, Al- the National Anthem.
ous Intruder"... at the Olympia ...andid
a good portrayal of an adolescent.
Campus Women's group Thursday, legro, Adagio, Ma Non Troppo, Music for the dance will be furnished
other "Whistler" pic ... I didn't bother
April 24, from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. in Marcia, Assai Vivace, Finale: Alegret- by the Maine Bears. Chaperons will Dick Pratt, with what lines he had, —did you?
made a surprisingly good family butler.
the MCA lounge.
Coming up this week end
to, Ma Non Troppo, by the Glee Club be Dean and Mrs. Joseph Murray and
And little Jo Childs! Where has she "Twelfth Night," by Vilhelm ShakeAll members are invited to attend. and Orchestra, and soloist Stanley Dr. and Mrs. John Klein.
been in the life of the Masque? Mitzi speare, wrapped up by the Advanced
was never cuter or more provocative. Acting Class. There will be a matinee
More of her, please! 0 Knight of on this show, so don't crowd in at
Not-So-Shiny Armor, speak up! You night. Should be good, from all rewere shy, yes, but let the audience ports.
know it. George Berger, improved
Platters... Have you ever heard
since his last two roles, could let his Louis Jordan's "Beware"? It's sharp,
gestures flow a little more and his kid, sharp. Just out... Jimmy Dorface be more expressive.
sey's "Quien Sabe, 'Who Knows?" is
And then there was Alvah Ford! a good cutting of an unusual arrangeGad, sir, such bombasity! An excellent ment with good duet harmony.
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FREE SE S MATEN'S SHOPS
A SEPARATE STORE IN A SEPARATE BUILDING
MAIN STREET TO PICKERING SQUARE

Praises
turning out
could be ii
Maine I.
ciI )peratior
early. but

If you are ...

• TIES

you need never hesitate when you see
Arrow sports shirts. Here's why . . .

1
Arrow sports shirts

Lv

have the
same expert styling that goes
into famous Arrow shirts —
the best, that is.

2

Arrow sports shirts (except
for a few models) are all
washable. Foolproof fabrics
eiroughout save you drycleaning worries. They can
take it!

- ,-'--> ,.,. .
/4 \/
1•••:-%
:"".., t

3

Arrow sports shirts are reasonably priced. None of them
are so high priced you'll feel
guilty buying them and then
be afraid to wear 'em!
FOR THE BEST IN SPORTS SHIRTS—TRY ARROW!

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
.UNDERWEAR • HANPIC

SP9RTS:Ssil,Ilt.T,51'1 •
•
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Brennan's Urnbi
BY BILL BRENNAN
1,
1

Big Vote
Responsibility on the part of the student body
hit a new low last Friday when only 308 voters
turned out to cast a ballot in referendum on the
General Senate constitution.
Despite the low vote, opponents of the constitution have no complaint coming, as it is the practice
of the several states and the federal government
to accept majority votes in referendums, whatever
the total vote may be. The new constitution was
legally accepted by the student body.
The time and place of ballot was well publicized.
Discussion on the constitution had raged pro and
con for several weeks. Still only 308 students
voted.
It would almost seem to confirm a rumor passing the rounds here the past few months. Too many
students haven't received their discharges as "armchair generals." Thus it is still their sacred duty
to gripe loudly, as long as they don't have to do
anything about it.
The war is over, buddy.

Growing Pains
The case of the University's two missing students only seems to emphasize the fact that things
on the American college campus aren't all bright.
Veteran students have fallen to their studies
with great abandon and grades have gone up; but
somewhere along the line, the college campus has
become a little worldly. Some of our growing
pains hurt.
During the past year. American students have
taken part in all sorts of episodes from big time
gambling to murder. Here at Maine, our present
mystery culminates a string of petty events including fraternity house and dormitory robberies
and prowlers in the girls' quarters.
Seeing that students are supposed to be grownup these days, the cure is due from within. It's
up to the student to take care of the student.
\ tine time to begin would be now.

'S /VOLE'S

FditOr

orchid to those responsible for two extra
plays this month. We need more campus entertainment....
Praises also to the Soph Hop committee for
turning out a low-cost semi-formal. Perhaps there
could be more of same....
Maine Day will be coming up and everybody's
cooperation will he needed. Pick out your mayor
early. but make sure he's a good man....

They say he's a chain smoker.

VET'S PAY
Bernard W. Dubay, chairman of the present allowance are most effective
.
AVC at Maine, has announced that Facts and figures from individual
National Headquarters of the AVC is budgets, says AVC, are the best proof
urging all veterans to write to their that an increase is justifiable.
According to AVC,immediate action
Congressmen asking their support of
must be taken if this bill is to be
H. R. 870, otherwise known as the
passed. Of the five members of the
Rogers Bill. This bill provides for an
sub-committee on education, training,
increase in veterans' subsistence to
and rehabilitation, AVC says, only one
$100 a month for single men and $125
will definitely support the bill. T1142
for married men with $10 per addiother four members are undecided or
tional child. All in favor of this legislaopposed. It would be difficult to get
tion should act immediately to make
this bill through an economy minded
sure it will pass, AVC says.
Congress; therefore, AVC calls for
National AVC claims that letters wholehearted support and cooperation
emphasizing the inadequacy of the in a letter writing campaign.

ea:of-fuel Sccieie,

Edited by
Bonnie Andrews and Jo Look

Patriotic Theme At Soph Hop
As Couples Piecige Allegiance

Yesterday, I mailed a letter to J. Edgar Hoover
in Washington. It was more or less a warning,
telling him of the newly formed U.M.B.I. (University of Maine Bureau of Investigation ) of
which I am head. I think it only fair to let Edgar
know that he is in for some stiff competition.
The Bureau was formed Friday night and still
looks like a good idea. Crime is running wild at
Maine. and my bureau, for it is a private organization, should make a mint of money after it has
solved a few mysteries.
Right now, my agents are working on several
really tough cases. Agent number one is on the
Muddy Shoe mystery, trying to find a shoe that
fits the prints left on the grass between the MCA
building and Stevens Hall.
Agent number two is on the Red Pencil case,
searching for the person who wrote "Kilroy hasn't
been here- in the ladies' room of the Library. That
was really a tough case to get our hands on.
Naturally we had to see the writing on the wall,
and had no little trouble doing so.
The head of any detective agency always gets
the hardest case, so at the present time I am
trying to find the man who was in Balentine Hall
last Friday night. I plan to use the theory that the
criminal always returns to the scene of his crime,
so tonight I shall wait for him in Balentine. I
suppose I should wait on the second or third floor
so I can catch him with the goods, and have sufficient evidence to send him up for a few years.
This job will undoubtedly go down in our tiles
as the case of the year, so I'm using some of our
newest equipment which includes my private eye.
I couldn't have one of my regular eyes going had
at a time like this.

Maodet

There rises again as always the problem of what
to do with women in higher education. Every so
often the dean of women in a coed university will
state she thinks the girls benefit from association
The Sophomores were in the lime- was complete with hay, animals
(two with boys in classes, that the girls are more conlight this week end when they spon- very scared lambs), and an Ozark scious of and more careful with the ‘yay the) look.
sored their class formal, the "Soph Mountain "still" for punch. Everyone Then. the dean of some university for women will
say the girls.there do better because they are not
Hop." It was held Friday night in the entered into the spirit of the parties
distrac
ted by men.
and had a grand time.
Memorial Gym with the Maine Bears
Whenev
er someone ventures that mother and
Pinned: Evie Foster to Jack
providing the music. Decorations folAdams, Sigma Chi; Margie Watson iather send daughter to a ciied university so she
lowed a Patriot's Day theme of red,
to Al Savignano, Kappa Sig: Janice can snare some eligible young man, the five-,ear
white, and blue. Chaperons were Pronurses, medical technicians and the like raise a
Ross of Lexington, Mass.. to
fessor and Mrs. R. C. Hill, and Mr.
Danner, Kappa Sig; Josette Morin mighty protest. Neverthelvss. we admire the honand Mrs. W. II. Schofield.
to George Cooper, Sigma Chi: Emily esty of the Home Economics girls.
Many of the fraternities held infor- Ochmanski of Augusta to
The effect of coeds on their men classmates must
John
mal vie dances on Saturday night— Quinn, Sigma Chi: Irene
Whitney also be considered, for if a girl is unattractive,
Kappa Sig, SAE, Delta Tan, and of South Portland
to Joe Ilamblen, hu)s don't want to study near her, and if she is
Phi Mu Delta were among them. Mr. Phi Mu Delta; and June
Heap of good looking, they can't study near her. Anyway—
and Mrs. Stanley Wallace and Mr. Wells College. N. V.. to Don
Eames, t;:is coeducation may once have been a race for
and Mrs. James Harmon and house- Phi Mu Delta's new vice
supremac) between the sexes. but now it's neck
president.
mother "Ma" Yale were chaperons at
Engaged: Nancy Wooster of Ban- to neck.
Phi Mu.
gor to James Logan, Jr., of St. Law•
Phi Gam and ATO had special Sat- rence Univ.; Mary Quinn to Charlie
11e appreciate the fact that the American coat
urday night parties. The Phi Cams Scribner, Delta Tau: Ruth
Butcher should hang onto her youth—but not while i:e is
had a Fiji Island Party. Stalks of of Needham, Mass., to Bob Capers, driving
! These gals who sit so close III their guys
real bananas, coconuts, and pineapples new president of Phi Mu Delta.
when driving that were they any closer they w.iuld
gave the frat a South Sea Island atMarried: Edna Rankin and Doug- be on the other side are a menace to
themselves
mosphere. ATO's was a Daisy Mae las Libby, both of Can:den, at Camden and the commun
ity at large. For safety. we sug,
Party. The girls dressed in the tra- Maine, on Saturday. April 19.
The gest at least a fi It of daylight in between.
ditional Daisy Mae

manner, and the couple plan to continue school and live
Editor
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Bleviness Mating-•r
Don Spiller boys went as NI Abner. The house in Orono.
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By IKE WEBEEk
board a battleship he is the man who
tethities Editor
Terry Garcelan
Associate Editors: Sandy Adams. Dana T. Whitman.
With spring practically here (and helps compute the distance from the
'ill Eli en•lan
saVe for the fact that there are two target, angles of deflection etc.
Well, this particular Fire ControlTrial Staff for this week's issue
inches of StloW in Vermont it would he
man had just gotten home and was
ii/griag:ng Editor
Ed Kisonak here), I see where a young man's
spending the first night sleeping off
Unite-up Editor
Martha Leeman fancy
turns to fire. Of course this is three years
.'Vews Editor
narby Day
of war. His u ife thought
gportst Editor
Murph Linehan not the same kind of fire whereby "you she smelled smoke and, upon tyvning
Sports Writers: Murpli Linehan, Len Harlow, Helen set a co-ed's heart on." hut, on the the b.-drtstm (It tor. could see that tiltcontrary. this is the kind whereby you downstairs
Buzzell, Len Plavin.
hallw a) was entirely in
Contributors: Bernard Marsh, Joe Floyd, Monty Hig- "burn a house down by setting it to." flames.
gins, Don Caswell. Dick Haskell, Patilie Marcous. Rip
Fire is a strange thing. It's pretty. "FIRE!
" she yelled. And so the
Haskell. Elaine McManus.
It's
hot. In other words----it's pretty Fire Control
Reporters: Hal Jack, Larry Dunn, Norma Drummond,
man jumped not of bed,
Barby Day, Edward Snyder, Barbara Patten. June Swan- hot!
put on his shoes, picked up tin cat,
ton, Lala Jones, Gerry Small, Jan Crockett, Betty HarSpeaking of tire retninds me of a opened the oven door, threw in the
low, Shirley Crane, Warren Turner, Kay Bridges, Charles
Fire
Controlman I once knew. For cat, closed the (Am door. stood at atThomas
St.
, Beverly Peacock. Freddie Amborn.
Advertising Assistants: Donald Jones, Arthur Norwood, those who don't know what a Fire tention and said:
(:e.a-ge 1'ardamis. Jackie Brown, Connie Coyne
Controlman is let me explain. On "No. 2 is ready. Sir!"

SPRING AND FIRE

Probably the coming mayoralty race will see
the usual braying by the usual part-time politicians, -politicians being persons whose time is
di vided b tween running for office and running
for ei
•
orttnuatel)• the Nlaine -Hello" stands to

'weenie extinct as the dtx1o. But little wonder.
Why. tile other day when I beamed a "Hello!" at
what I thought a lovely coed, her husband riz up
from behind a bush and swatted my noggin with
a Louisville Slugge;- bat. From how on the only
character:, I shall venture a **Hello- to wi:1 o'
111C11 - und maybe dogs.
•
The used-plane market is in a terrible mess. Si.
long as the thing looks clean outside and will get
off the ground, the dealer unloads it on yi,u for
an outrageous high price. Why, the other day a
dealer tried to sell me an old battered biplane
which he said had formerly belonged to an elderly
couple who never flew it over a hundred and fifty.
Even when he offered to throw in four new spark
plugs. I turned him (linen.
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Music Award Guild Presents
Novel Scripts
Applications
Are Available
The Music Department announces
that application blanks for the annual
Music Scholarships are now available
in Room 15 North Stevens and should
be filled out and returned by May 2.
All freshmen, sophomores, and juniors who have had at least one year
of participation in music, who need
financial aid, and who have music
ability, are eligible for the awards.

'Life' Honors Jan Brown
Janice Brown, Panhellenic Council
president, gained nation-wide publicity last week end when her picture appeared in Life magazine.
Miss Brown has been ranked as fifth
in a group of 23 college coeds competing in a photo beauty contest.

"Two Sides to Everything," an original script by John Wellington, will be
presented by the Radio Guild on
Wednesday, April 30.
Last night the Guild broadcast
another original script, "Ghost of the
Catgut Beard," by Bob Patten. The
cast included Bill Starbird, Gerry Hermanson, Don Robinson.

New Sorority Heads
Announced At Ball
Six new sorority presidents will be
named at the Panhellenic Formal, May
2, for which bids are now being distributed.
Under the direction of Mary Grace
Tibbetts, Ruth Fogler, Joanne Libby,
Phyllis Pendleton, Geraldine Small,
and Marguerite Sullivan, the dance will
be from 8:30 to 1:00.

-PAW:5
OUR GABARDINES

Maine Outing Club
Plans Bikin Tri
p
g
To Camp Roosevelt

WAA Sets Anckews, Kimball
As Presidential Candidates

The Executive Council of the WAA tions, but they will be held in the near
The Maine Outing Club, sponsoring has announced a full slate of nomina- future.
The following is the slate:
a week end bike trip to Camp Roose- tions for officers for the coming year.
Vote for one: President: Bonnie
University
the
velt. plans to leave from
No definite date has been set for elecNforna Kimball; Vice PresiAndrews,
bus stop at 1 :30 Saturday afternoon,
Bellelleur, Bing CrossGerry
dent:
April 26, and to return Sunday
land; Treasurer: Helen Buzzell, Mary
All those interested are requested to
Grace Tibbetts; Secretary: Betty
sign up in the Bookstore and leave a
Friedler, Peg Millington.
deposit of 75 cents. The total cost of
Manager of Basketball: Jean Dethe trip is $1.75.
Rachael Seavey ; Manager of
Roza,
AlumCandidates for the Portland
Those who do not own bikes can rent
Martha Bond, Grace Griffin;
Hockey:
them through White's in Bangor or nae Watch Award were announced Manager of Volleyball: Venita KitJeff's in Orono. Those going should Tuesday by B. J. Durgin, Women's tredge. Lorraine Ward; Manager of
also bring a sleeping bag or a bedroll. Stu-G president. These nominations Archery: Gloria Mockler, Barbara
will be voted on at the time of WSGA
Tibbetts; Manager of Winter Sports:
and WAA elections, tentatively set
Florence Bruce, Norma Drummond;
for May 2.
Manager of Tennis-Badminton: BarThe girls nominated are as follows: bara Gammell, Doris Stanley.
Fay Jones, Barbara Mills, Evelyn FosVote for two: Asst. Manager BasLois Ricker, Phyllis Eldridge, ketball: Louise Hilton, Dorothy
ter,
the
of
The local student affiliation
and
Mitchell, Colleen Richardson; Asst.
American Chemical Society held an Barbara McNeil, Sally Phillips,
Durgin.
J.
B.
Manager Volleyball: Esther Freese,
election of officers recently and adoptBarbara Steward, Caroline Strong;
ed a new constitution.
Asst. Manager Winter Sports: Louise
Officers elected were: Hubert RanMargaret Mollison, Elinor
Litchfield,
treasger, president; Robert Wells,
The WAA Council has announced Hanson.
urer; and Paul Hart, secretary.
that it will support an interdorm softVote for three: Asst. Manager
Anyone interested in chemistry,
ball tournament this spring. Betty Hockey: Dorothy Ansel!, Betty Hemeither the industrial or engineering
Ray is the head of the tourney, and will stead, Julie Shores.
aspects, is invited to attend the coming
contact the dorms.
meeting to be held in 362 Aubert on
Friday evening, April 25, at 3:45.

Candidates Named
For Watch Awards

Chemical Society
Elects Officers

WAA Sponsors Softball

Hartgen Does Painting
For Women's Forum

Are Something to Gab About
GABARDINE SLACKS
GABARDINE TOPCOATS
GABARDINE SUITS

•JoHn PAUL

55 PICKERING SQ., BANGOR

Tex Beneke and the Miller Orchestra, who have skyrocketed into the
limelight during the short space of a
The Women's Forum met Monday,
year, placed first in the Martin Block April 14, in the Art Gallery, and saw
annual poll as favorite band
Mr Vincent Hartgen do a water
color and heard him explain the work
and thought involved. He presented
the water color to the group.
2AMPUS RADIO REPAIR
The Forum will meet again Monday,
Expert Servicing—All Makes
April 28, at 4:30 in Room B, North
ROY NOYES FLEETWOOD PRIDE
Estabrooke. Mr. Louis Thibodeau will
Tel. Campus 486
Theta Chi
speak.

Pick Up and Delivery

••••••••••••Ne.........,,,,••••••••

MAYOR

(Continued from Page One)
student. Bob Merchant will have
Parker Blaney as his manager. Merchant is a junior chem engineering
major, living in Delta Tau Delta.
Election of the mayor, held in conjunction with the Maine Day festival,
will take place Tuesday, May 6, The
General Senate committee, headed by
N'ill Moulton, discussed limiting campaign expenses, but left final action
until a later date.

VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE
Il%N4.011

t

April 27-May 3—Sun.-sat.
"THE SEA OF GRASS"
Spencer Tracy
Katharine Hepburn

BIJOU
MANGOR
April 26, 27, 28, 29
Sat., Sun., Mon.. Tues.
"THE IMPERFECT LADY"
Ray Milland, Teresa Wright
April 30. May I. 2, Wed.-Fri.
"FE AR IN THE NIGHT"

PARK
Il.tNGOR
pril 27. 28. 29. Sun.-Tues.
F's

WONDERFUL LIFE"

tpril 30. May I, Wed.. Thurs.
"Ill MORESQUE"
May 2, 3, Fri., Sat.

D
TRFIN
5
ORONO

NN ed. & Thur... April 23-21
Double Feature
"PERFECT MARRIAGE"
ith Loretta Young, David
Niven, Eddie Albert
Plus
"STRANGE JOURNEY"
with Paul Kelly. Osa Massen,
Hillary Brooks
6:30-7:35

Fri. & Sat., April 25-26
"TIIE LOCKET"
ith Robert Mitchum.
Lorraine Day. Brian Aherne
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:25
Sun. & Mon., April 27-28
"MY FAVORITE
BRUNETTE"
with
Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour
Also Sports Shorts
Sun. Matinee 3:00---6:30-8:24
Tuesday, April 29
"THE DEVIL THUMBS A
RIDE"
Lawrence Tierney, Nan Leslie
Also Shorts-6:30-8:37
Wed. & Thur... Apr. 30-May I
Double Feature
"TEMPTATION"
Merle Oberon, George Brent
Plus
"SUSIE STEPS
David Bruce, Cleatus Caldwell
6:30-7:36

our'

'SONG OF TIIE SOUTH"
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 354 to 5 o'clock
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Fine Guns Since 1870
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NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Day and Evening
Programs
Men and Women
Admitted

Opening Date
September 2, 1947
Early application necessary
LL.B. degree conferred
Prepares for the practice
of law
Catalog upon request

47 Mt. Vernon Street
Boston 8, Massachusetts
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IN BASEBALL—The Twins of
the Majors have been the
official base halls of the big
leagues since they were
organized. Both made by
Spalding.

FIRST IN EVERY MAJOR SPORT

small*
SE1S
PACE 141
SPORTS

IN GOLF—More top tournaments are
on ith Spalding golf balls than
any other make.
IN TENNIS—Only Spalding-made tennis balls are used in National Championships and in every Davis Cup
match played in the U. S.
IN FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL —
Spalding made the first foot ball and
the first basket ball and is today the
choice of America's leading coaches
and team:.
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Nv,iclei Track Squad Competes In Tr -Meet At Boston
Bear Facts

F

Bears Trounce Colby 14 to 8 'Expect Strong Opposition
In Game Marked By Errors
From M.1.T. And Brown

By MURPH LINEHAN
It was interesting to note that in the
Maine-Colby game last week there
; The Bears came through with anBy MURPH LINEHAN
A triangular meet with Brown and MIT will open the 1947
were six two-base hits recorded, and
Last Saturday at Waterville, Coach other pair of runs in the third canto spring track
season for Coach Chester Jenkins' hard-working squad
all of them by Mule sockers. In a Bill Kenyon's Bears went on a scoring
on a couple of wild pitches with Red on Saturday next. The contest will be staged in Boston and plenty
way it's really surprising that there spree and swept over the Colby
weren't a lot more since the distance diamond troupe by a score of 14 to 8.; Clark and Beals on base, and added of tough competition is expected, as both opponent clubs rate highly
to the left field fence is about 300 feet The game was typical of most season l another in the fourth when Will Braley in intercollegiate ranks.
The Pale Blue will not be without
—even Colbyites expected more since openers with more errors and bases scampered home on Gerry Poulin's
their power, though, for Elmer Folthey have a ground rule which states on balls than hits being chalked up, fielder's choice.
som and Arnie Davis will be hard to
that anything hit beyond ye olde board but it should serve to give Coach KenColby manufactured a run in the last
conquer in the distance events. Foledifice is good for only half the journey yon a better line on his charges so, of the sixth to make the score 7 to 5 in
som
is unbeaten in the mile and 1000
around.
that he may prepare for the New favor of Maine, but it served only to
yard
jaunts and was never actually
set
the
Bears
on
fire
as
they
pushed
The Lewistott Lowdown
England expedition coming up tomorpushed to his limit, so even more is
home five runs in the next inning to
Coach Ducky Pond, Bates' di- row.
expected of him. The two mile run
refrigerate the game.
amond mentor, has announced
Johnny Whitten's big bat drove
was Davis' meat in the winter season,
his strategy for the spring cam- home three runs in the first frame
Red Clark was the big gun in this
and
all indications point to his carryMaine's
baseball
club
will
start
their
paign.... Says Ducky, "It will
when the Maine first baseman lofted a frame, for it was his home run with
ing on in winning fashion.
New
England
trek
today
at
noon,
when
he a two-fold plan—to get the
Poulin
and
Eddie
Woodbrey
aboard
Colby pitch out of the ball park to
Maine's hope in the sprint events
best nine hitters on the field
send Joe Coombs and Gerry Poulin that accounted for three of the runs. Coach Bill Kenyon and the squad
A walk to Beals, and successive singles head for Kingston, and a game with will lie in the efforts of Charles Chapand to emphasize speed and
across the plate ahead of him.
man, who jumped into Martin Hagostealing on the base paths."
Three doubles, a single, and a walk by Tom Talbot, catcher Ernie Miles, the Rhode Island Rams.
pian's
shoes upon Hagopian's illness
proateed
the
fourth
and
Joe
Coombs
These are sage words, but not
After
the
tiff
with the Keaneymen,
plus an outfield fly produced four
and
has
been improving consistently.
and
fifth
markers.
exactly original. Pond also figthe
Bears
will
be
the
guests
of
Norththe
Mules
in
the
last
half
markers for
Earle
Vickery is considered pracures that the Bobcats have an
The Waterville chit . .,.Ised up eastern for the final game of the tour.
of the inning to give the Colby club
tically
a
sure
thing in the javelin toss,
even chance to win the State
a short lived lead, but in the top half single tallies in scventh, _ ghth, and
Coach Kenyon wants to take the
and
many
expect
him to set new
Series ... a more conservative
and
the
Kenyonites
l
tted
home
of the second Bill Walker cashed in ninth,
following men on the journey, but he
prediction than was the case last
on his single by coming in on a ground a brace in the first of the ninth to is limited to only sixteen players, so records.
year, when everybody down that
Prominent among the roster of the
I finish the scoring for the day.
ball to tie up the contest.
he probably won't decide until the last
way had Bates pegged to win it
opposition is the name of Bob Bennet,
moment who will go.
a weight man and a former Maine
after the first game ...and they
The tentative list is: Battery: Miles,
did.
athlete, who has transferred to Brown,
Cherneski, Stuart, Braley, Preble. Wiland is headed for the 1948 Olympics.
... Sea Who??
cox, Thurlow, and Parrott. Infielders:
It has been suggested that the UniWhitten, Mitchell. McManus, Woodversity be a little more particular as
brey, Poulin, Beals, White. Morrison,
to whom they hire to umpire home ball
and Talbot. Outfielders: Walker.
games. Let's not have the wishyCoombs, Clark, and Card.
By KEN LABARGE
washy type that can be bamboozled inBy KEN LA BARGE
to reversing his decision by the belGolf Coach Charlie Emery is busy
Coach G. William Small's tennis
lowing of the offended coach. 'We're readying his golf squad for their invasquad
took off on its New England
thinking of the Maine-Rhode Island
The Maine Junior Varsity baseball
sion of Rhode Island and Connecticut
tour today to do battle with Rhode
game last year in which the man in
team goes into action against Brewer
scheduled
this
week
end.
The
team
is
Island and Connecticut on Friday and
blue rendered his verdict on a play not
High School on Saturday, April 26,
Head Coach "Eck" Allen has
favoring the Rhodies, only to have one to leave this afternoon to meet Rhode Saturday respectively.
under
the tutelage of Coach Sam SeNew Hampshire has usually been started Spring drills for the University
Frank Keaney of Kingston display his Island State College at Kingston tozak.
Saturday's
game will serve as
morrow,
then
to
meet
the
University
of
included in this trip but due to the of Maine footballers. As yet it looks
disapproval. "Keaney's Burlesque"
a proving ground for the squad since
Connecticut
on
Saturday.
They
will
as
though
there
will
not
be
any
definite
that
school
now
has
no
fact that
lasted about a half hour and at the end
five or more men are listed for every
available courts, this contest must be game scrimmage at the conclusion of
of that time, everyone, including the return on Sunday.
the session, but a lot of work will be position. Cuts have not been made as
Four of the six men to participate in bypassed this year.
players, the spectators, and the nonyet because cold weather has preventThose men making the trip, in their put to the candidates by Allen, who
plussed ump was fed up. In major this Yankee Conference trip have aled
the team from playing outside
league competition when a manager ready been selected. They are: (1) listed positions, are: 1. Larry Van will handle most of the chores by enough for Coach
Sezak to really
protests too vehemently he is "ad- Gene McNabe, (2) Wendell Wilson, Peursem. 2. Fred Herman, 3. Owen himself.
examine
his
material.
Coach Allen is not having all the
Southard. 4. Don Stebbins, 5. Joe
vised" to leave the premises, and there's (3) Phil Bickford, (4) Bill Dow.
This week end's trip to Massachuno reason why this policy shouldn't be
The other two positions will be de- O'Neil, 6. John Batherson, 7. Charlie men report at once, but rather is
setts and Rhode Island by the Varsity
having
the
backs
and
centers
at
one
Leach.
followed in the collegiate ball parks. termined from the play-offs of the folCoach Small is fairly optimistic and time, the linemen at another time, and leaves Coach Sezak with enough men
lowing four contestants: NVarren WilSorry, Folks ...
he sums it up in this manner. "I feel the ends at still another time. They for five full teams. Those men who
In last week's issue of the Cam- son, Dick Smith, R. A. Stoten, and
that
I have a very well balanced team will, however, all be out together for may expect to see action soon include
pus, it was stated that the game ;1 Ed Thayer.
Harlow, Morin, Beals, Mealley, Paraand I should break even on the New approximately two weeks.
with Colby would be played at
The candidates will not step right dy, Hart, Stewart, Hinds, and Allen,
England trip and make a strong bid
Orono. Our apologies to those
into learning plays and the intricacies catchers; Webb, Sherwood, Johnson,
for the state championship."
Maine fans who were inconvenThe team will return Sunday and of the game, but will first work on Chick, Merchant, Hazelton, Parrot,
ienced by this statement. Thru
Morrison, Stanwood, and Thurlow,
fundamentals
then prime itself for Bowdoin
some mersight we neglected to
pitchers; Goddard, Lynch, McNeilly,
mention that if the weather were
Ted Curtis, faculty manager of athAnderson, Boynton, and True at first
inclement the game would be
letics, recently announced that the
base; Matthews, Creighton, Rogers,
sw itched to Water‘i Ile.. It
Brunswick Campus of the University
Romano, and J. Cervone, second base;
won't happen again.
of Maine will enter four teams into
at third are Whitney, Anderson, BurBon Voyage!
State sports competition this spring.
din, and Presnell ; Hatch, Graham,
This week end will see Maine's track The annex has scheduled contests in
Morrison. Talbert, Cushing, Botka
and baseball clubs on the road ... and baseball, track, tennis, and golf.
comprise the third basemen; Haines,
BY LEN HARLOW
squeezing by a good Phi Mu Delta
a tough road it is. Coach Jenkins' agHawkes, Perry, Baldacci, and StebThe varsity baseball schedule conThe close of the second round of nine. 6-4. The game was fast and close
gregation tangles with Brown and tains three home games, with six tilts
bins are the outfielders.
M.I.T. at Beantown on Saturday. Both slated to be played away. The Bruns- the indoor intramural softball elimi- all the way, with neither team gatheropponent squads are powerful and wick Campus will open its slate at nation tournament found two teams in ing many hits. The fielding, however,
well-balanced, so we look for a close Brunswick against the University of each league still in the running for was brilliant in many spots. Bob
battle and a "warm" afternoon. Fol- Maine Jayvees on April 30. Games the championships. These winners will Bleakney of Phi Kappa got two hits
lowing a Friday contest with Rhode are also scheduled with MCI, Portland play off this week for top honors in for the winners.
The West Oak softballers are curIsland, Bill Kenyon and his men take Junior College, Bowdoin JV's, Maine the respective divisions.
Gilbert LeClair of Sigma Alpha
In the Northern Fraternity League, rently locked with barracks 20 for
on Northeastern at Brookline Satur- Maritime Academy, and the Bates
Epsilon
headed a long list of winners
in
the
Dormitory's
A
Phi
Eta
Kappa
leadership
Delta
Tau
Delta
and
day. and it's Bill's fervent hope that
are tied for the loop leadership. Last League. The freshmen showed their last week in the fraternity singles
he's brought along enough pitchers.
Like the varsity squad at the Uni- week Delta Tau demonstrated its superiority last week by trouncing bowling tournament. LeClair beat his
New England sojourns are no picnics
versity, the boys from Brunswick will power by smothering Beta Theta Pi, Building 15, 26-6.
opponent in the first round of play by
—just ask any Bear coach.
meet all their track opponents away. 21-6. The winners scored in every
In the B League, barracks 11-13 and piling up a pin total of 545 in five
Beginning May 3, five meets are to be inning and the game was never in Center Oak are the top teams. Center strings.
held, with the squad taking part in the doubt after the first. Nick Johns of Oak pulled one of the biggest upsets
Joe Adler, highly rated bowler from
Three Maine coeds qualified as New England Intercollegiates on May Delta Tau collected three hits in four of the softball season recently by shad- Sigma Nu, survived the opening round
official trips. Phi Eta Kappa edged by ing Building 16, 5-4. Center Oak by defeating Bob Cool of Phi Eta
girls' basketball referees Saturday, 22-23.
Coach Cliff Little's tennis team will SAE, 9-6, to remain unbeaten in the scored its winning run in the seventh Kappa. 502-421. Adler also turned in
receiving their local ratings in Portwhen Les Ray singled home Jim Cur- the highest single string howled to date
land. They are Helen Buzzell. Barbara play a schedule of eight matches with same league.
Phi
Gamma
rie.
Kappa
Sigma
and
an
entry
in
the
state
meet
pending.
The
Phi
Phi Eta Kappa's Harry Hawkes.
McNeil. and Morna Kimball.
Other scores: Phi Gamma Delta 19, Oscar Paradis, Dick Spitler, Harry
Miss Marion Rogers. women's Phys- team will play Bowdoin, Hebron, Delta, two power-laden outfits, lead
ical education instructor, renewed her P.J.C., and the Maine J.V.'s on a the Southern Fraternity League. Phi Sigma Chi 4; *20 12, *19-21 9; Woodhead, and Bob Brewster were all
first match winners.
home-and-home basis.
Kappa kept its unbeaten record by *11-13 17. *7-9 6.
national rating.

Bear Pastimers
Leave Today
On N.E. Trip

Golf Team
Set For Trip

Tennis Team Leaves
' For Weekend Tilts
With Rhody, Conn.

J.V.'s Open Against
Brewer Saturday;
Sezak In Charge
r•
•
•••

Allen Starts Work
On Spring Football

Annex Sports Scene
Shows Four Teams

Four Teams Still In Running
For Softball League Honors

Leclair Leads Field
In Bowling Tourney

Coeds Become Referees
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Advanced Acting Class Comedy Professor Wayne Jordan, Howard Keyo
Helps Enliven Campus Scene Praise Work Of 01:I Carn,-.)us Staff

Rome Rankin Named
To Teaching Post
' Professor Wayne Jordan of the tirteen staff members for work done
Athletic (.-taff
Saralyn English department and Howard Keyo.!
the paper this year. Workers so On

Herschel Bricker's class in advancedFraser, Margaret Gorham,
ii
acting enlivened the campus scene last Phillips, Joyce Faulkner, Betty Leh- director
honored
were Sandy Adams. Larry
Rome Rankin, of Richmond, Ky.,
of publicity at the University.'
Joyless. Po Ma.cLeol, Don Gross, has been named associate professor of
weekend with a bouncey and entertain- man, Dick Pratt, Clayton Briggs, were guest
speakers at the annual
Fred NicDonal I, Lill Brennan, Toni physical education at the University of
ing presentation of "Seven Sisters," -Marnel Abrams,
and Parker Bogue. Campus banquet held at Spruces' Log
Doescher. Fay Jones. Dana Whitman, Maine. Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, presia farce-comedy adapted from the HunPatricia Hutto Reynolds was stage Lodge last Wednesday night. Eoth .‘dice
Fonseca. Martha Leeman, Eon- dent of the University, announced togarian stage by Edith Ellis.
manager. The play was sponsored by praised the work of the retiring staff !tie Andrews. and Jo Look.
He will start his new duties at
Directed by Bill Brown, the play,
heads and spoke words of encouragethe University next fall.
Over fifty attended the dinner.
in three swift, laugh-packed acts, told the Maine Masque Theatre.
ment to their successors. Mr. Jordan
of marriage problems from a doweryServing in the department headed
told the group that it is the hardest
less daughter's point or view.
by Dean Elton E. Wieman, director
won fruits which give the most perMeets of physical education and athletics,
f°nal satisfaction.
Notable for fine performances were: ,
Installation of new odic.ss of the
Jean Campbell as eldest daughter
Sandy Adams presented the speakers
Members of the Canterbury club Professor Rankin will have immediate
charge of teacher training in health,
Katinka; Dotty Salo as overworked I Order of the Temple, student's Masonic and then introduced his successor, wil hold their third meeting
this SunSari; Jo Anne Childs as Mitzi, the ! organization, will take place this Larry Jenness. Dana Whitman, after day night with a supper g_t-together physical education, and athletics.
helping hand in all matrimonial plans; Thursday evening at the Orono lodge speaking a few words, introduced Don upstairs in the MCA.
Rankin received his A.B. degree
George Berger, and Alvah Ford as the hall.
Spine: who will take his place as
The Canterheiry club is an Episco- from Waynesburg College in 1924 and
bombastic Colonel Radviany.
Refreshments will be served a L.: bai,intss manager on the Campus.
palian student grom,, formed for dis- his M.A. degree from the University
Others in the cast included: Phyllis , the meeting.
At this time keys were awarded to oussionar:- en st.if:ent social ac:ivities. of Michigan in 1933. He expects to
receive his doctor's degree this summer from the University of Kentucky.
•
•

Masons Install Officers

Canterbury Club

High Schools Here
For Speech Contest

lie

•

1,111LoSPILO
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i
.41di01..
when you smoke

PHILIP MORRIS

Nearly 100 students representing 32
Maine high schools will compete here
Friday for top honors in the University's annual Secondary School Speaking contest.
Under the direction of Dr. Howard
I.. Runion, the contest will commence
at 2:45 p.m. and continue into the
evening.

Finals will be held in the Little
Theatre Friday night. The public is
invited to all contests. Headquarters
during the day will be 275 Stevens
Hall. and all afternoon contests will
be held in Stevens.
There will be five divisions of competition, including humorous reading.
serious reading, radio speaking. original oratory, and extemitmaneous
speaking.
Judges for the contest will be ITICillbcrs of the department of speech,
speech majors, and some students in
advanced speaking classes.
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There's an important difference in PHILIP MORRIS
manufacture that lets the FULL FLAVOR of the
world's finest tobaccos come through for your complete enjoyment—clean, fresh, pure!
That's why the flavor's ALL yours when you smoke
PHILIP MORRIS! That's why PHILIP MORRIS taste better
—smoke better—all day long!
No wonder that with millions ofsmokers everywhere,
PHILIP MORRIS is America's FINEST Cigarette!

PHILIP MO

ALWAYS BETTER—BETTER ALL WAYS

Friday, April 25

.0i1

Music Night

Saturday, April 26
L.T.-2:311 & 8:15
;z1.;(.11se Play

Tau Beta Pi Banquet
Country Club--5-12

Sunday, April 27
300 Club
Koinonia

Monday, April 28

M.C.A.-7:00
M.C.A.--41:00

Women's Fortin'

Tuesday, April 29

Square Dance Club
Orchestra

Wednesday, April 30

W.G.-7:00
17 S.N.-7•15

Modern Dance
Wednesday Morning
Service
M.C.A. -7:00
Freshman Club
I.R.C.
All-Maine Women
Banqut t
N. Est.— -6-()

Thursday, May I
Band
Glee Clubs
Tumbling

A rmory-7:00
300 A---7:15
W.G. 7:00
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Square Dancers [Acid Forth
Every Week In Women's Gym

Cub Notes

sional Schools i,,r Teachers at the
Old fashioned square dances are music stops. At this point a boy grabs
Hotel Commodore in New York, an,i
taking the place of jitterbugging in the nearest girl and she is his partner ! The University of Maine Stamp Dr. Frank Foster, faculty delegate
many parts of the country. The polkas for the next set. Other mixers are : Club %sill meet Tuesday evening, April„ from the School of Education.
and reels our grandmothers enjoyed called and there is a constant change .29. at 7:30 in room 170 Stevens Hall.
came back with the bustles a few years I of partners at a fast moving pace.
!i Don Pratt will speak on covers, and
ago; and now at the University of ! Sometimes refreshments
are servel. , everybody interested in either stamps
Maine a large group of boys and girls ', To cover costs, members
The topic of discussion at the meetof the club
get together every Tuesday night at ! pay dues and others attending bring or covers is invited to attend. There ing of the Wesley Foundation this
are no fees or other requirements for Sunday, May 27, will be "Juvenile
the Women's Gym for an hour of this ! a nickel for the evening's fun.
membership.
square dancing.
Delinquency."
This good natured, wholesome enterThe girls have a regular Square tainment furnishes a good Line
Mrs. Royal Graves will be the
for the
Dance Club under the supervision of awkward and graceful alike.
.ipeaker.
The calls
Miss Marion Rogers. Shirley Castner i aren't hard to fohow and newcomers
The forum will meet at the MethoAll interested students and faculty
is the president. The only requirements I are always w-lcome. The
only requi- members are invited to attend a lunch- dist Church from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
for membership are payment of dues,! sites are a happy frame of mind, atteneon Saturday, April 26, at which E. Z.
the learning of four of the calls, and tion to calls,—and a nickel.
Dimitman, executive editor of the
attendance at three fourths of the meet-1
Chicago
Sun, will be guest speaker.
ings.
„
The Chess Club will meet WednesThe dinner, which is sponsored by day night at 7:00 o'clock in the upper
The club has come a long way this
Ii the University Press Club, is scheduled lounge of the MCA.
past year. A loud speaker has been set
for one o'clock in the dining room of
up for the calls; and Madalyn Duffy of
The club has been having a round
North Estabrooke. Those who will
Orono plays the piano. The boys and
robin tournament and expects to play
girls have turned out in droves and "Is there a need for a liberal third be unable to attend the luncheon are the Bangor Chess Club sometime in
have learned to swing their partners, party in the United States?” will be invited to drop in for the discussion the near future.
dosey-doe, and reel off with great the question under discussion at the which will follow.
! next meeting oi the Politics Club, Late reservations may be made by
gusto.
Professor Jonathan Biscoe of the
Tuesday, April 2), at 7:30 in the !phoning Orono 8942.
Physics
Department will be guest
One or two waltzes are played Women's
Lounge at the MCA.
speaker at the regular meeting of the
during the evening so that the dancers
The first half of the meeting wiil
Physics Club tonight at 7:30 in room
may catch their breaths; and then the
be devoted to a panel discussion with
204 Aubert.
group splits into two large circles for
Dr. Oliver Garceau, associate professor
The Education Club will meet Tuesa mixer. In one mixer the girls march of government, presenting
Professor Biscoe's topic will be
the views day evening, April 29, at 7:30 in
one way and the boys another until the of the opposition,
and Air. John Ro- Room E, South Estabrooke Basement. "Structure of Some Non-crystalline
! mans-shyit. instructor of sociology, Speakers will be Royal Graves and Materials."
!giving the affirmative viewpoint.
Eugene Mawhinney, student delegates
Two old maids went for a tramp
to the recent annual conference of the in the woods.
Eastern States Association of Profes- The tramp got away.

Stamp Club

Wesley Foundation

1

Press Club

I-layride And Picnic
Planned For May 10
By Off-Campus Men
Tentative plans are being made by
OCUM MO for a combined picnic and
hayride on May 10 for off-campus
men and off-campus women.
The arrangements committee includes: Roy Blake, Chairman, Joe
Murray, John Perkins, and Warren
Turner.
Election of officers for next year
will take place at the next meeting of
OCUMMO, Monday evening. May 12
in the MCA at 7:30. All men students
living off-campus are eligible to join.

Chess Club

Does Country Need'
A New Third Party?s

Education Club

Panhell Council Honors
Delta Zeta Girls At Tea Applications For Elms

Sunday afternoon, the Panhellenic
Council will give a tea in honor of the
newly initiated Delta Zeta sorority
girls. It will be held in South Estabrooke from 3:30 to 5 o'clock. All
sororities are invited to welcome the

new girls.

ill be meinof speech,
students in

da

l'ag•••

Girls interested in living at the Elms
for the school year '47-'48 should fill
out applications immediately.
Necessary blanks are available at
any girl's dormitory, or may be obtained at Dean Wilson's office in the
new library.

CORRECTION
The Saturday luncheon at which
Mr. E. Z. Dimitman, Chicago Sun
Executive Editor, will be guest speaker, is not restricted to Press Club
members, as last week's Campus intimated.
The story should have stated that
any interested student or faculty member might contact Charles St. Thomas,
Press Club president, Joe Cobb, secretary, or call Orono 8942 for reservations.

Koinonia
The Koinonia met Sunday evening
for a hymn sing at the MCA.
Natalie Mayo and Jane Anne Sibley
led the meeting.

FREESE'S IN BANGOR

•!,

Awbso-sm-sii'-$1111
•

I

!:30 & 8:15

Club-5-12

C.A.-7:00
C.A.-4:00

Nationally Famous

17.(;.-7:00
S.N.-7 15

V.G.--7:00

EKCOMOOR
COATS

‘14.

Z.A.- -7:00

100% Virgin Wool

. Est.-

DIXIE WALKER

iory-7:00
0 A-7:15
V.G.--7:00

inclus

Pride of the
Brooklyn Dodgers

SAYS:

kalStioeceeffors

P,alc‘s

PROOF
&other kodiftg

MOISTURE ..DUST
AND WRINKLE
PROOF
In a variety of Beautiful
Tweeds, Herringbone

POSITIVE
cigarette glees

weaves

and solid colors.

you

New Blend! New Taste!
New Freshness!

Made by the revolutionary new
"903" moisturising process.
Beneficial moisture penetrates
every tobacco leaf—gives you
a sin,,other, milder, better
smoke! Cie new Raleigh "903"
Cigarettes today.

Less
Nicotine
Les$ Throat
Irritants'
"° of

16.95 to $50
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Interfraternity Sing Held
For First Time Since 1943

Bridge Players TAe Horors

At the recent bri.!ge tournament.
held Friday. April 18. top honors went
The Interfraternity Sing: last held Committee and will announce the deci- to Howe and Curtis. North-South
in 1943, is being revived this year and . sion of the judges after the competition and Anderson and Gallant). East-West.
Runners up were La Joie and Ford.
will be held as a part of Maine Day . has been concluded.
North-South, and Mr. and Mrs. Cristo.
on Tuesday evening, May 6. at 7:30
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Sigma Nu
in Memorial Gymnasium.
ran off with first prize in 1942 and
Ten fraternities have entered this 1943 respectively.
year's competition. The teams and
their leaders are: Theta Chi. led by
Gordon Buck; Sigma Nu. Parker 300
Leonard; Phi Eta Kappa, Richard
Prof. Cecil J. Reynolds will speak
Cutts; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Philip
on
"English Schools and Colleges"
Stockpole; Delta Tau Delta, Conrad
Beaulieu: Beta Theta Pi. Phil Mur- when the 300 Club meets Sunday.
dock; Alpha Tau Omega. Foster April 27.
Jacobs: Tau Epsilon Phi. Lester
There will also be a brief business
Yoffe; Phi Gamma Delta, Philip Ca- session, and refreshments will be
bot; and Sigma Chi, Benjamin War- served. The meeting will be held at
ner.
7:00 in the M.C.A. lounge.
Each fraternity group will sing two
The formal initiation of thirty-three
songs in competition. After the judges
have voted, and the award has been pledges to Delta Zeta Sorority, wi
ADOLPH KIEFER
presented. the entire belly of singers take place this Saturday. April
will join in singing "Drink to Me Only
WORLD'S RECORD HOLDER
With Thine Eyes- and the "Stein
AND OLYMPIC SWIMMING CHAMPION
Song."
•

l..ist-West. Seven tables were in play.
It was decided that the next tournament would be held on Friday Npril
25. Membership cards will be on salc
during the evening of the tournament
for those who wish to join the club.

The Travel Wise Stop at...

BANGOR HOUSE
BANGOR * **MAINE
V 11,n

y.0
y ur:71e-ds
• o- e to town"
Good meal,
--the-ry rooms
from S2.00 a day

Club Hears Reynolds

The event is sponsored by the Men's
Glee Club and the Inter-fraternity
Council, and is supervised by Mr.
James Selwood of the Music Department. The committee in charge of the
1947 presentation includes Clem Vose.
chairman. Bill Lamprell. and Ed Atkinson.
Dean Elton Wieman and Mr. James
Gannett will draw lots to determine
the order of singing. Dr. Arthur A.
Hauck will be chairman of the Judges

What are YOU
doing about
MOTHER'S DAY?
Sunday, May llth
Make Your Appointment
NOW

Ted Newhall
Photographer
Orono 8171
Bank Bldg.
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CHESTERFIELD
THE LARGEST SELLING
CIGARETTE
IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES
IT SMON II:0( SAW

You're the
in an most
likely- to
succeed

Van Heusen scores top marks in the
biggest subject—Style! Van Heusen Shirts
show good taste all over, from collar
to cuff.Smart,neat.comfortable collar fit—
ficure-flattering tailoring throughout.
Style-savvy goes together with hard-to-act
quality—Sanforized,laundry-andlaboratory tested fabrics give years of
satisfaction.Graduate to Van Heusen today!
Phillips-Jones Corp.,Yew York 1,N. Y.,
makcrs of Van Heusen Shirts,Ties,
Pajamas, Collars, Sport Shirts.

..in Van Hensel] Shirts and tic
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NEW ALL-MAINE WOMEN ARE NAMED
Senate Fails ' Andrews, Campbell, Perkins, Scales And True 4 Seniors,
To Nominate Chosen As Honorary Lt. Colonel Candidates lo Juniors
New Officers
Voting Will Be
Are Honored
By Student Body

Election of the four top General
Senate officers was put back for at
least another week when Senate Members, in a special meeting Tuesday
night, failed to produce a slate of
nominations.
Senate President Gene Hufnagel has
called a meeting for this Saturday
morning, at which time another effort
will be made to name a slate of candidates.
A constitutional clause which calls
for a two week period of discussion
between announcement of candidates
and actual voting will hold up final
election until past the middle of the
month.
When the election comes, those of !
Men's Senate. Men's NVatch Award,
Prism, and Class Parts will be held
in conjunction with it. Class Parts
winners will have less than a month
in which to prepare. Last year, Class
Parts elections were held April 30.
In the General Senate meeting Tuesday, nearly a full slate of candidates
had been decided upon when objections
arose from the Women's Stu-G representatives. They felt that the General
Senate should wait until after Women's
Stu-G and WAA elections had been
held, in order to take advantage of
girls not elected to those offices.
An unwritten, but traditional rule
holds that no girl shall be nominated
for two major offices at the same time.
The Senate concurred with these objecti(ins and held off further action.

Five Maine coeds have been selected
as candidates for Honorary Lt. Colonel
by Company D. 2nd Regiment, Scabbard and Blade. The winner, elected
by the student body in general voting,
\\ ill reign at the coining Military Ball
and review the ROTC Unit the next
day.

BARBARA ANDREWS

The five candidates, who were selected from a list submitted from the
All Maine Women, are: Barbara Andrews, Jean Campbell, Elaine Perkins
Janice Scales, and Polly True.
Scabbard and Blade plans to have
the election on or about May 11.
The Military Ball, to be held May
23, is to be formal, with music by
what the committee in charge terms a
"name" band. Former officers or enlisted men may wear their uniforms.
Tickets. at $5 a couple, are now on
sale from Scabbard and Blade members. Decorations, from Dennison's.
\vill be on a military motif.

JEAN CAMPBELL

ELAINE PERKINS

A 1.o. e. tvo. stoi
during the war as bachelor officers'
quarters, will soon be moved to the
campus of the University of Maine
from the Naval Air Station at SanJ A N ICE SCALE
ford. Next year this building will
. provide additional space for classrooms.
laboratories, and offices.
At Orono. the new foundation - a ne-N. rn
being constructed behind Crosby :c
Stevens Halls, and workmen in S:.f.ord have begun cutting the
in sections for moving in trucks. T. \1'.
Junior Prom tickets will go on sale
Cunningham. Bangor contractor,
is Mar 'at the treasurer's office. and
in charge of the moving operations.
%% ill be sold to Juniors only. There are
The flat-rikiled building has its own 3:-.41 tickets available at $3.00 per
couple.
heating Plant nardw“.0 doors. and
The Prinn will be held MuY
with
cument-asbestos shingles covering the the Maine Bears playing from nine to
exterior. Plans have been made to use two. The decoration scheme
will be
this building fin- a civil engineering of stars and valin trees in sil\
drawing ro..m. two zoiology labora- blue.
tories, general classr.sums. and offices.
The dance u ill be Ii urinal.

T'I.-#
Ck
To Go 0,,

POLLY TRUE
—Photos by

Florence Palmer Second Woman
To Receive Tau Beta Pi Bent
1•1....ence Palir

11 be a‘‘aoltd the ti
a cligut
a tag dquiinaiLt (.1.. and
Carle6 in N. Bri iwn. the mly first seering society, at their annual spring smstcr junior in the group, and consequently considered an honor student
Hinquet at the Penobscot Hotel toin Tau Beta Pi.
1:itIoNation o ;Folio Ferry Hill '1 Harrison P. Crowell, class of 1948, ' night. Association rules forbid full
Second semester juniors being initibridge, at a cost tpf $400.000. has been was elected Captain of the Scabbard membership to w1.1111.11 ; 110W ever, those ateil ii it
John Ribber. Kent F.
earmarked for the fiscal years 1947-48 and Blade Honorary Military Society showing outstanding achievement in enriesu in. \Villiam C. Gibson, Stephen
by the Maine State Highway Com- for the coming year at a meeting held gineering are authorized to wear the C. Knight, and Robert
W. Smith. Two
mission. according to a bulletin from Thursday evening.
Bent. Miss Palmer is the second first semester seniors. Arthur W. Hamthat department.
woman to he so honored in Maine his- lin and Janus .A. Maxim. complete the
Other officers elected were Berkely
Termed a "major bridge project.
tu'ry. and the 49th in the annals of the list of initiates.
the Ferry Hill bridge is one of four Carter, Executive Officer, Irving G. national association.
Professor Richard Hill of the mesuch undertakings with a cost totaling ! Marsden, Second Lieutenant, and Joe
Outstanding among the other nine chanical engineering department will
an estimated $3.220.000.
i Wedge, first sergeant.
initiates are Dr. Roy Whitney. chemi- be the guest speaker at the banquet.

State Earmarks Funds
For Orono Bridge Work

,r

A New Building
Is On Its Way

Dance Ducats
On Sale Today
Chairman Frank Kember announces
that tickets for Nordorm week end
will go on sale Thursday, May 1st,
through the social committee representatives in each building.
Tickets will sell for $5.00, and will
include the Friday evening semi-formal
dance as well as the double-header
baseball game on Saturday afternoon,
May 17. The ticket will also entitle
the bearer to a picnic lunch at the
Stillwater picnic grounds and the informal dance Saturday night.
For those who are inviting out-oftown guests. 70 rooms have been reserved in the Bangor House. Those
interested should contact Frank Kernher, building 16A.

1-ar sea;.•rs, ten junior,. and one
; faculty member were named members
of the All-Maine Women Society when
the annual banquet of the organization
was held in North Estabrooke Hall
last night. More than 200 persons
; were present for the affair.
! Barbara McNeil. president of the
'society, was toastmistress. A welcome
to the new members was extended by
Dean Edith Wilson and the principal
address of the evening was given by
Dr. Lillian Brush, who spoke on
"Woman and Her Role." Student
speakers were Kay Kennedy and June
Swanton.

Scabbard And Blade
Makes Crowell I-lea

„f Tau Beet Pi. honorary engi-

Members of the All-Maine Women
Society are chosen from the junior
and senior classes on the basis of character. honor, dignity, and willingness
to accept responsibility.
Seniors named to the group Wednesday night were Fay Jones. l.ala Jones.
Phyllis Pendleton. and Gerry Small.
.luniors named were Marit Andersen,
Barbara .Andrews, Florence Bruce,
Helen Buzzell, Jean Campbell. Alice
eCnnotturdtnt Pair T%-•

Judges Picked
For Prat Sing
Tuesday Night
Judgvs for the Interfratt:
Sing
to be held at Memorial Gymnasium on
M ay f at 7:30 p.m.. ha vt recently
I wen anti...II:Icel.
The Judges Committee inc!n '.t's the
'Mowing : Chairman. President Arthur
Hauck.I)ean Elton '
/141,'ien-1„,n. t1 r.
an:, I ;:mrett. all three ,stith.,..1 V. ting
pint r : Rev. Arlan
ii,. I'ar.gor.
Past..r
the All St
Chnr,%.
C. F.
Bragg. II. Bangor. R. \V. I `;‘'.•.-. I ;MIford. D. J. Fames, Bangor. ; F.
Eaten. Bangor. and Ralpi. \\ • htier.
Bangor.
Clem Vose. of Delta T.e..
will act as master if cereni..!

Speaking Contest
Winners Revealed
Reselts of the annual se ::larv
!Alb i1.1 speaking cmmtest hul.I o•1 Friday, April 25. have been ann,,
x:ced.
Tile contest was ci.inducted inkier
the supervision of Dr. Hi.\\
Ranion. with nine members of t'a faculty as judges.
First place ill uNte1111,,.:"a:lcous
speaking went to Dave Moore of
Ski wh,.gan while second hothirs went
to rh% ight Demeritt of Orono.

WSGA WAA WlIl Elect
NI.:y 2 has been set as the date for
WSi; \ W:\ A, and Portland Watch
At\ aid elections. Voting will take
place in front of the Bookst..re if \\ miller permits. Otherwise. balloting will
be in Alumni !hall.
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Bridge Champ To Play
At Friday Tourney

Anna Crouse Receives Senior Award;
Sprague Announces Six New Members
state

ALL-MAINE WOMEN
•(

Forestry Memorial
Will Be Started

from Page One

Mrs. Gertrude Lynch, 1946
Fonseca. Constance Fitz Howe, Una
Anna Crouse, present president of organist, and director of the Catholic Jean MacDonald, Pauline !garcons, Initial work on a memorial to the
bridge champion, will be on hand at
the Bridge Club tournament on Fri- Mu Alpha Epsilon Society, was award- choir; Evan Johnson, trumpet soloist; and Donna Welts.
25 University of Maine foresters killed
day evening, May 2. and plans to ! ed the Mu Alpha Epsilon Senior ! Philip Stackpole, student band leader; Dr. Esther Comegys. assistant pro- during World War II will be
started
bring with her two tables of' top rank- Award last Friday evening during : Jane Needham, violinist;
and Frank fessor of mathematics, was the faculty on Maine Day as a special project
ing Maine bridge players.
member chosen for honorary memberMusic Night. Presented annually, the
Haines, trombonist.
ship in the society. She has been es- under the direction of Professor Robert
Winners of the tournament held award is given to the senior voted
High point of the program, which pecially active on faculty-student com- I. Ashman.
Friday evening, April 25, at the MCA most outstanding in music during his
selections by the orchestra, mittees, has been a member of the
included
Part of the University forest will be
lounge were George Morrill and Will or her four years at Maine.
band,
Glee
Club, and Modern Dance MCA board, and the Committee on cultivated as a memorial area centered
Pierce, N-S, and Frank Galiano and
Miss Crouse, in addition to being a
around a plaque dedicated to the memoOscar Anderson, E-W.
member of the orchestra, playing the Club, was the combination of the Women Students.
french horn, is Chapel organist and orchestra and Glee Club in a rendition The newly named All-Maine Women ry of the previously enrolled forestry
accompanist, and a member of the band. of Beethoven's "Fantasy for piano- have been especially active during their majors. A background of various tree
forte, chorus, and orchestra." The college careers. Some of their activities species will be planted this year and
At the same time, the six new
People say—
piano solo was done by Stan are listed below:
present plans call for additional landmembers of Mu Alpha Epsilon were difficult
"YOU CAN FIND IT AT"
Murray.
Other soloists were: Arline : Fay Jones, Pi Beta Phi, MCA, scaping during the next three years.
announced by Prof. Adelbert Sprague,
Tankle, who did the soprano solo in WA A, Modern Dance, Off-Campus
Plans for the memorial, originally
head of the music department. They
"Hear
My Prayer"; Evan Johnson. Women, Campus, WSGA; Lala Jones, thought of by forestry Professor Ash8. VARIETY
are: Barbara Goodwin, pianist and
trumpeter; Evelyn Foster, who, with AOPi, WAA, MCA, Eagles, Campus, man and sponsored by present foresters
1 'VILE ST CRON O. M. organist; Mary Anne Dineen, pianist,
the Modern Dance Club, performed Radio Guild, Masque; Phyllis Pendle- and their alumni, include an amphithe Fire Dance from LaFalla's "Night- ton, Pi Beta Phi, MCA, Glee Club, theater, flagstone walks, and a center
mare"; and Jean Wallace, solo dancer Neai Nfathetai, Mu Alpha Epsilon, design of concentrically placed trees of
in the presentation of Debussey's "Clair WAA. Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa varying size.
Phi; Gerry Small, Phi Mu, MCA,
de Lune."
Women's Forum, Campus, Prism,
Dancing followed the program.
!Radio Guild.
WAA, WSGA Treasurer, Student
Marit Andersen, AOPi, Eagles, Senate; Constance Fitz Howe, Pi Beta
EXPERT SERVICING—ALL MAKES
WSGA, Student Senate; Barbara An- Phi, WAA, MOC, Prism, Sigma Mu
Waitress application blanks for next drews, Chi Omega, Campus, WAA Sigma; Una Jean MacDonald, Delta
Fleetwood Pride
Roy Noyes
year are now obtainable from dormi- Vice President, Press Club; Florence Delta Delta, WAA, President Womtory housemothers. All girls interested Bruce, Delta Delta Delta, WAA, Pan- en's Forum, WSGA, Treasurer Press
Tel. Campus 486
Theta Chi
in such a position next year are re- hellenic Council, WSGA, Student ! Club, Radio Guild, MCA, Masque;
to fill out these blanks and Senate; Helen Buzzell, Pi Beta Phi. Pauline :garcons, Chi Omega, Radio
quested
Pick Up and Delivery
return them to their housemothers by i WAA, Off-Campus Women, Educa- Guild, Carnival Queen, Cheer Leader,
tion Club, Campus; Jean Campbell, MCA,Campus; Donna Welts, Phi Mu,
May 10.
AOPi, Radio Guild, President Balen- Worrien's Forum, WSGA, Delegate to
tine, Prism, WSGA, Student Senate, New England Conference.
Masque.
Alice Fonseca, Chi Omega. Campus, ' A woman is either a hit or a miss.
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An Important Man
Picking a campus mayor, although it affords a
great deal of fun, is really serious business.
We get a lot of laughs from our mayoral candidates, and from the final winner, too. The pranks,
jokes, speeches, and general campaigns are generally a big horse-laugh from beginning to end. And
it's good that way.
But when we come to pick our man, let's think
of something more than the puns.
For, besides being able to make us laugh, our
campus mayor must be a leader. He is a representative of the student body—as much so as the
student governments, our teams, or our school
paper.
Our mayor will meet people. He will make impressions. He will lead us. When we are tired,
he will make us laugh. When we are wrong, he
must be right.
Laugh and have a good time. But don't forget
that your mayor will be a mighty important person, and you elect him.

Maine Day Is For All
Next Wednesday will be Maine Day.
President Hauck will be in overalls, laboring
alongside the five mayoral candidates and other
student workers.
Professors will forget their lectures and toil.
Students will cease studying to take a holiday.
The campus will become busy, with much
needed projects being carried out.
But only half of the student body has signed
up for Maine Day work. One half says it will
work. One half doesn't say.
This is not a half and half deal. The benefits
of Maine Day will go to all.
So, when Maine Day comes, let's have no
halves. Don't let Prexy work alone.

Editor's Notes

,

,
—

—Siz?
- :17

Oh, Oh, what did you say I would get in Physics?

'Veit 20a44

High Spot of the Week
ances. He is an excellent example of
"Twelfth Night"—presented by the what has been said before, i.e., each
part can fully help in the weaving of
advanced Acting Class.
the
play's fabric, no matter how small.
Joe Tillem as Sir Toby, despite a
Good
showmanship, Ralph. Charlie
tendency to roar, thus throwing his
Leech,
a some-time professional perlines away, made the Old Belcher come
to life in a remarkable manner, both former, was suitably quavery as Fabian.
lovable and roguish.
The Novices, bless their hearts, all
John Crooker as the Duke, has been
turned
in really swell jobs. Lydia
in two Masque productions and still
Backer,
a distaff with sword, was very
hasn't learned that for a character to
Being fashionable and liking what you wear
live and breathe while on the stage, the personable as Viola, the disguised twin
—a
don't
heart-war
always go together. This spring, however,
ming,
satisfying
performactor must live and breathe the part in
ance.
styles
Peg
are so diversified that you can feel chic and
Morris,
sure
and
confident,
every ramification of it. The fire that
swept
comforta
through
her
ble at the same time.
role
in
a
beautifull
y
exists in Shakespeare's lines must be
Do you like to wear a short boxy jacket and a
worked upon, again and again, until it wenchish manner. Bob Browne, like a
flares up into beauty and life. Mr. frisky terrier, made 01' Aguefaee full pleated skirt? Wear it, then; it's in fashion.
Crooker should realize that a colorless highly enjoyable with the aid of some Would you like a new suit with a trouser-slim
skirt and a cutaway jacket with either a peplum
job of acting brings out nothing more excellent pantomime.
Mary
Dirks,
or
a fish-tail bustle in the back? Get it, because
despite
occasiona
l faulty
than a colorless area in the woven
projection
,
it
was
is
also oh-so-right for this spring.
lovely,
sweet,
and
wholframework of the play.
ly believable as Olivia, the cause of it
Last Sunday, J. H. wore a straight black skirt
Despite being tone-deaf and rhythmall. Royal Graves, the other twin, was with a pretty lace portrait blouse, an ensemble as
less, Biff Shalek made an easy-going
calm, worried, but sincere. Even a stylish this season as the small bolero and the
characterization of Feste, the Fool.
dropped line, which has made many an pleated skirt. R. H. was seen in a pretty crisp
Type-casting, of course. (It was obviactor go hay-wire, failed to ruffle Se- cotton in a once again available delicate pastel
ous that he had fun doing the role,
bastian's soul in his quiet search.
shade which leads the cotton parade.
wasn't it?) Arnold Colbath was
The directing honors go to "IronThe American golfer, such as the one hanging
priceless in what seems to be one of the
lung" Earl Rankin, who brow-beat in M. M.'s closet, so new with its action back
and
finest portrayals of Malvolio yet put on
every ounce of acting out of his group sleeves, has been traditionally perfect for casual
the boards. Polished, piqued, and pitiuntil he had what he wanted. Paul wear.
ful, Sucker Malvolio was a gladsome
Payson and Rankin slaved to dig up
By the way, dresses are at least two inches
sight indeed. Arnold. in case you didn't
old Shakespearian songs as a musical longer for street wear. If you want to you
can
notice, also designed that unique scenbackground for the play and wrote the offset that longer look with higher pumps.
or
the
ery which added immensely to the
score themselves. To all of the cast, distinctly new platforms.
show.
who set themselves a high mark of
"So look well--and look out, for you are makRalph Higgins, an old hand at this achievement and then hit it, I'd like
to ing fashion."
stuff, displayed an admirable leg as he say, "Congratulations. It was a good
—NANCY JORDAN
added to the list of vell-done perform- show!"

Look Sharp!

A word of praise to the Maine Day Committee
for the fine work it has done in getting ready this
year's shindig. Here's hoping that all students
will fall out to complete the deal....
And luck to the mayoral candidates. Wish we
could enter the fracas ourselves....
Music night was a fine affair, well done, enterPi Beta Phi held their annual banDelegates from a number of the
taining. and shorter than other Music department quet and semi-formal at the Penobscot women's organizations have recently
Country Club last Saturday night. returned after attending conventions at
productions, too....
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(ill April 23rd, William Shakespear had his
383rd birthday. And I forgot to send him a card.
When any man gets to be 383, I think the least
he deserves is a card wishing him happy returns
of the day and many more of the same. Next year
let's all band together and buy a lot of birthday
cards to send to him. I'm certain that he would
enjoy hearing from the students of the University.
Several big problems arise, though, in sending
him a card. Who knows his address? As my
guess, I'd send a card to an old man's home someplace in England, because a man 383 years old
would hardly be running around like a youth of
75. But then again, maybe Shakespeare has unusual
stamina or something. He might be one of London's famous play boys. (Maybe he's running
around after Princess Elizabeth and her 60 thousand dollars a year allowance.)
Another difficulty we will probably run into is
finding a suitable card. Although I haven't investigated recently, I hardly believe that we could
find cards saying, "Best wishes to you on your
384th birthday," in a Bangor store. Perhaps some
art students could help out the cause.
(The usual spelling of the old gent's name is
Shakespeare, but as I am a G. Bernard Shaw man
myself. I have used Shakespear as he does. )
—BILL BRENNAN

kfa#t4 co4/414;0a Sao:

Before long, June and graduation will be here.
Some senior men in the College of Arts and Sciences have begun to think and worry on what they
will do after June. Some have even considered
taking a job! They will discover that the great
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Llewel- Middlebury. Vt., Boston, and North commerc
ial world has little patience with the Arts
lyn Dorsey and Mr. and Mrs. J. How- Carolina. Marit Andersen and Donna man.
ard Waring. and Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Welts, Candidates for the position of
Nevertheless, we Arts men must bear up bravemarth Starr. The Southernaires president of Student Government. were ly. and above
all we must never let the engineers
played. Sorority flowers were used as Maine's representatives at the Student in Tech know
we are worried about future employplace cards. Many alumnae were Government Conference at Middlebury. ment. These
engineers may strut around safe in
guests.
Vermont.
the knowledge that they are assured of a job. but
The Chi Omegas gave a semi-formal
Sigma Chi held an informal vic we Arts men shall have our just reward.
at the V.W.C.A. in Bangor Saturday dance last Saturday night. Mr. and
Yes, in days to come, we can look up from our
evening. The Maine Cub. played. The Mrs. Howard Keyo were chaperons. ditchdigging, lean on our pickhandles.
and astound
room was decorated in the sorority col- About 35 couples attended.
the civil engineer on the job by reciting passages
ors of red and yellow with lambs Pinned: Therese Desjardin to Bob from Shakespeare. That civil engineer mr.y
look
prancing about the walls. Refresh- Hannigan. Sigma Chi; Hazel Hay- pretty sharp in his slouch hat, sports shirt,
riding
ments were served. Chaperons were man of Auburn to Ralph Gould, Alpha breeches and high black boots; but
he need not
Mr. and Mrs. Dolloff and Prof. and Tau Omega; Dorothy Cormier of Ban- scoff at the overalls of us Arts men.
Mrs. John Stewart.
gor to Charles Furbish. Phi Gamma
If he does, we shall make him feel inferior by
A Panhellenic Tea was held in the Delta; and Madelyn Dickey to Al quoting from Freud. Jung. and Karl Marx.
Won't
South Estabrooke livingroom Sunday Keith. Phi Gamma Delta.
he be jealous! flab, he'll be green with envy. Of
afternoon from 3:30 to 5:00. honoring
Engaged: Polly Stevens and Al course, our impressing him depends on whether
the newly organized and initiated Delta Clements; Fay Jones and Shiang Eng he will let us take time out so we can lean
on our
Zeta sorority girls. The centerpiece of Jacksonville, Florida : Jean Ritchie pickhandles and talk. But—if he keeps
our light
was pink snapdragons. Over 175 and "Hokie" Adams: Mary Judkins tinder a bushel, we shall know within
ourselves
guests attended, among them were sev- and Midshipman Kenneth McHenry; we are better than he—even if he doesn't
know it.
eral Delta Zeta alumnae from Ban- Irene Hamlin and Ashley Thorndike.
•
gor. In the receiving line were Dean
Maryrose Delano and "Sandy" Ycs. but even though the cost of living
has gone
Edith G. Wilson, Janice Brown, Mrs. Smith (Phi Kap) were married on
Prices still soar in spite of all predicted drops.
Gayles, Mrs. Boughton. and Gloria Mc- April 19. They will make their home
Ill), life is still worth it. Anyway, in one sense the
Ginley. Serving were: Mrs. Nystrom. in Orono.
cost of living always remains about the same—all
Mrs. Hitchner, Mrs. Douglas, Mrs. Late adds to the column are the pin- a person has.
Prices come down? Why, the only
Doten. and Alice Fonseca. Barbara ning of Jackie Morse (Bangor) to thing nowaday
s that conies down is the rain, and
Hines was chairman of the tea.
Ernie Parizo (Theta Chi).
even that soaks you.
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Politics Club Informal Debates Will End Campaign
Discusses Need For Mayors Next Monday Night
For 3rd Party

Maine Golf Squad Breaks Even
With Win And Loss On Trip

Informal debates with all five candiElections, to take place Tuesday.
dates participating will wind up activi- May 7, will be held outside the BookBy KEN LABARGE
(M), 38-39-77, lost so George Conrad (R.I.), 38-37-75.
ties in Maine's 1947 campus mayoral store if the weather is favorable, inMaine's golf squad broke even in
side the Administration building in
Phil Bickford (M) 43, won over
The Politics Club heard Dr. Oliver campaign. These fearsome forensic
case of poor weather.
The Yankee Conference Series with a
Carl Penuocci (R.I.) 47, 6 and 5; Bill
Garceau, debating Instructors, Micheal clashes are scheduled for Monday, May
In the Monday debates, each candi- loss to Connecticut and a win over Dow (M) 42, won over Bill Ferringo
Romanyshyn and John Galligher on 5, at 7 p.m. in Memorial Gym.
date will be given five minutes in Rhode Island during last week's south- (R.I.) 45, 6 and 4, and won best ball
the need for a liberal third party at
which to make a main speech, and two
match, 8 and 7.
ern trip.
minutes for rebuttal. This entertaintheir Tuesday night meeting.
Dick Smith (M), 38-40-78, won
The
match with Rhode Island was
ment will be free of charge.
The two instructors took the affirmaplayed in the rain and Coach Charlie over Len Chase (R.I.), 44; Warren
The resignation from the campaign Emery praised the performance of the Wilson (M),37-39-76, won over Ray
tive side, while Dr. Garceau upheld
of Arthur Boynton, a North Dorms boys. The final score was Maine 6, Brigham (R.I.), 39; and they also
the negative.
candidate, was announced Tuesday by Rhode Island 3.
won best ball in this match, 4 and 3.
The affirmative presented for basic
Mayoral Committee Chairman Will
Total individual scores are: McIndividual
play
the
results
match
of
assumptions: 1. That the U. S. will in
Moulton.
Nabb, 77-78-155; Warren Wilson,
follows:
(M),
McNabb
were
as
Gene
Jan Willoch, Bestum, Norway, and
the near future, experience a severe
37-40-77, lost to Walter Brassette 76-79-155; Dick Smith, 79-78--157;
depression. 2. Neither the Republican Antonios Papadopoulos, Athen s,
(R.I.), 38-41-79; Wendall Wilson Wendell Wilson, 84-77-161; Phil
or Democratic party will be able to Greece, were among the Maine deleBickford, 79-83-162; and Bill Dow,
deal effectively with the crisis. 3. A gates to a World Peace Conference
84-80-164.
held
at the University of
socialist third party will have to arise recently
At Storrs, Connecticut, Maine was
to deal effectively with the situation. New Hampshire. The delegates,
Student
representatives
of
Senate
the
defeated
last Saturday afternoon by a
4. If the situation is not dealt with among whom were 50 foreign stuDormitories
North
gathered
Presiat
score
of
5%
to 3%.
properly there will be a world crisis. dents, met to discuss the role of the
McNabb, 41-38-79, lost to Kochiss,
student in the formulation of a lasting dent Hauck's home Tuesday evening,
There were four points to the negaApril 22, to discuss plans for Maine The University of Zurich and the 38-39-77, 3-2: Wilson, 42-42-84, lost
world peace.
tive argument: 1. The established parDay.
Natalie Mayo and Grace Griffin
University of Basel are offerirk a to Ziello, 37-41-78, 5 to 4; Bickford,
ties would swallow up a third party.
The representatives heard Dr. Hauck junior year of study in Switzerland to 39-40-79, defeated Vogel, 40-10 80,
attended the conference as representa2. A Third Party would also fail by
tives of the International Relations tell of former Maine Days and saw American students who have complet- 1 up; Dow, 43-41-84, lost to Zaggastaying separate from the established
pictures of last year's activities. The ed their Sophomore year, with two inini, 44-39--83, 1 up; Smith, 37Club.
parties and thus alienating its friends.
president spoke of the birth of Maine years of college German or its equiva- 42—xxx halved to Meiselman, 393. The cost of starting a Third Party
JV Baseball Schedule for 1947 Day shortly after his arrival on this lent. Courses are being offered in lan- 41-80; and Warren 'Wilson, 39-40-would obviate it. 4. A third party1
campus more than ten years ago as an guages, economics, government, his- 79, dropped his match to Lesmeak,
would have to have an immediate April 26 Brewer High at Orono
effort to create a work-day for students tory, art, and music. These courses 41-37-78, 1 down.
opportunity to capture the Presidency,!
29 Husson College at Orono
at the University. He said that he had are approved by the Veterans AdminMcNabb and Wilson won best ball
for a new party cannot stand continued
30 Brunswick Annex at
signed up to work in the North Dorm istration. There is also provision for
from
Kochiss and Ziello, 1 up; Bickdefeat.
Brunswick
area where there is much to be done
ford and Dow took best ball from
May 2 Coburn Classical at Orono in clearing a pile of debris near build- graduate students.
All students are to pay their own Vogel and Zagginni, 2 up; and Meisel7 Higgins Prep at Orono
ing 11.
! expenses. For further information, man and Lesneak took Smith and War14 Maine Central Institute
Representatives asking about future
s% rite to the Director, Dr. Edmund ren Wilson, 2-1, for best ball honors.
at Orono
The Presidents of the six sororities
plans for the North Dorm area, found
Miller, 1123 North Eutaw Street, BalThis afternoon the golf squad faces
16 Ricker at Orono
and the Pan Hellenic president will be
that the administration hopes to re-tar
t:more,
Maryland.
its toughest opponent. Bowdoin. The
21 Maine Maritime at Orono the streets later this spring as a means
announced at intermission at the Pan
match will start with Bowdoin highly
Hellenic formal dance Friday, May 2.1
26 Farmington State Teachers of keeping the dust down. It was
favored.
College at Orono
The dance is strictly formal. The !
pointed out that the quality of the soil
Maine Bears will play from 8:30-1 :Dal
Ray Lebel, Bowdoin, the state's
30 Brunswick Annex at Orono around the dorms would probably not
leading amateur golfer, is expected to
support grass. In regard to the Field
House Dining Hall, the representaNorm Benson and Bob Nordstrom cop medal honors.
••••••,•••••,,,,,,,,,"••••••1.41,1,11,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,*,",,,,•••••,1,1*•••••
••
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41•11
,
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tives were assured of further attempts v. ere delegates to the New England
YOUll LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS 1 to improve conditions
Convention of Sigma Nu fraternity,
there.
Z
Many of the group offered sugges- held recently at the University of
i• tions regarding Maine Day and these Connecticut.
were listed.
The Women's Tennis Tournament
will be played off during a three day
From a college Joe--"Dear Mom.
week end starting Friday, May 9. The
I'm getting along fine in everything
An open house and informal dance preliminaries will be played then, and
but school."
I will be held in Estabrooke from 2:30 all day Saturday will be concerned
to 5:00 on Saturday afternoon, May 3. with the semi-finals. The finals will be
held at 2:30 Sunday afternoon on the
• Everyone is cordially invited.
Balentine Courts.
HANG011
Dot Stanley, Tennis Manager and
EXOTIC
FORMALS
0114)NO
May 1. 2. 3. Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.
Chairman for Tennis Weekend, has
THE SEA OF GRASS"
The University of Maine Debating announced that posters will be up by
Wed. & Thurs., Apr. 30-May 1
Spencer Tracy
Council will meet to elect next year's the first of the week so that all inFeature
Double
Katherine Hepburn
"TEMPTATION"
officers tonight, Thursday, in 275 terested may sign up as soon as possiMerle Oberon. George Brent
May 4-10, Sun.-Sat.
Stevens Hall at 7 p.m.
ble.
Plus
"SONG OF
"SUSIE STEPS OUT"
SCHEHERAZADE"
Bruce. Cleatus Caldwell
David
In Technicolor
6:30-7:36
Yvonne De Carlo,
OUR SPECIALTY—EXQU1SITE DIAMONDS
Brian Donlevy
Fri. & Sat., May 2-3
"THE SHOCKING MISS
BOYD and NOYES. Jewelers
PILGRIM (Technicolor)
Betty Grable, Dick Haymes
25 Hammond Si
Bangor, Me_
Also Three Shorts
Sat. Matinee 2:30--6:30-8:23
BANGOR
Sun. & Mon., May 4-5

Maine Delegalzes
Attend Conference
At New Hampshire

Senate Men Discuss
Plans With Prexy

Switzerland Offers
Study Year Abroad

Panhell Is Formal

Sigma Nu Sent Two
Delegates To UCcnn

Tennis Playoffs Fill
One Complete Weekend

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE

Estabrooke Has Dance

5T RP ND

Debate Club Elects

•

BIJOU

May 1, 2. Thurs., Fri.
"FEAR IN THE NIGHT"
May 3-9, Sat.-Fri.
"THE FARMER'S
DAI.GHTER"

PARK
BANGOR
May I. Thurs.
"HI . MORESQUE"
"T U.K ABOUT A LADY"
May 2, 3. Fri.. Sat.
”SON11; OF THE 501111"
"BUFFALO BILL RIDES
AGAIN"

"MARGIE"
(Technicolor)
with Jeanne Crain,
Glen Langan, Lynn Bari
sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8 :31
Tuesday, May 6
"BEAT THE BAND"
with Frances Langford,
Ralph Edwards. Phillip Terry
Also Four Shorts
6:30-8:33
Wed. & Thurs., May 7-8
Double Feature
"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"
Jeanne Dru, Richard Norris
Plus
"SEVEN WERE SAVED"
with Richard Denning,
Catherine Craig, Russell Hayden
6:30-7:42

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1 :30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices 35# to 5 o'clock

OLD TOWN FURNITURE

CO.
Old Town, Maine

168 No. Main St.

10% Discount on all goods for next
10 days

GIRLS! . the latest styles
of e$ening gowns for just that
special occasion — off-theshoulder effect, sweetheart
neckline, the V-effect. The
gowns you've been dreaming
of.
Juniors 9-15

Tel. 2188

FLOWERS AND CORSAGES
for the Spring Formals

The Bangor Nursery Flower Shop

Misvev 12-20

(:111111)11% Representative
"Ilymie" Goodwin, Orono

Found at

The Rmes Company
43 Main St.

or

Bangor. Me.

••

"Red" Hallett, Lambda Chi House
Telephone Bangor 6144 or 3410
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Unbeaten Pale Blue Pastirners Play Host. To Bobcats

p

;eorge Con-
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Bear Facts
By MI:111'11 LINEHAN

Members Of VW Club
Bates Team Comes To Orono
Brown,M.1.T. Asked
To Sign Register
Take Maine Now In The Bookstore With Good Hitting, Fielding
In 1-6-Meet

From this perch it appears that
Members of the "M" Club are
By 1ICRPH LINEHAN
Coach Bill Kenyon really has himself
Unbeaten thus far this season, Coach Bill Kenvon's diamond
asked to sign the register which will
a good ball club. That 7-0 win over
be in the bookstore on Thursday clan will play host to Ducky Pond's Bates Bobcats Saturday afterNortheastern last Saturday was quite
noon on the local greensward.
and Friday of this week.
impressive, and the fact that Dick
At Brookline last Saturday, pitcher
By JERRY BOGOVIN
Preble allowed but five hits over the
Such a procedure is necessary as
I Dick Preble allowed no runs and
route is gratifying in itself. "Ole Jupe
Despite the absence of two of its a means of inventory.
relinquished but five hits as the KenPluvius" (rain, that is) dampened the
stars, who were participating in the An important meeting of all memyonites rolled over Northeastern by
Bear's chances of knocking off Rhody
Penn Relays at Philadelphia, the Bears bers will be held on Tuesday, May 6,
the comfortable margin of seven runs.
the day before, otherwise the Pale Blue of
Brown University trounced M.I.T.! at
A Friday encounter with Rhode
7:00 p.m. in the Peirce Memorial
might have had a double victory.
and the Maine Bears in a triangular
Island was rained out at the end of
Trophy
Room
in
Memorial Gym.
A Soft Touch
track meet at Cambridge last Saturthe third inning with Maine on top,
It was the old story of class
day. Brown ran up 741
6-4.
/
2 points tc -11
and experience that told the tale for M.I.T. and 43%2 for Maine.
Coach "Eck" Allen, hampered by
In the 21 innings played to date, the
in the J.V.-Brewer slaughter.
With Bob Bennett out of the hamOrono club has registered the remarkacold
weather,
has
been
unable
hold
to
Worthy of mention, however,
mer throw, George Marsanskis became
an outdoor spring football practice ses- ble total of 27 runs. This boils down to
was Fred Thurlow's feat of strikthe only Maine man to win an event
sion,
and has had to work his candi- an average of 1.285 per frame, and is
ing out 14 of the 18 high
at Briggs Field, tossing the hammer
dates
on
the basketball floor of Memori- winning baseball in any man's language.
sehoolers that faced him. Win147 feet, 10Y2 inches, for the be-t
Gym
al
instead.
Against Northeastern, backstop Erning ball games will not come as
throw of his career. He added a second
nie
Miles led the hitting parade with
The
only
men
who
have
reported
so
easily though, when prep school in the
shot put which is also the best
Delta Tau Delta and West Oak far are the backs and the centers. Over a couple of singles; Joe Coombs, Eddie
opposition is encountered, but
mark he has ever attained in this walked off with the champions
hips in 50 candidates have reported and it is Woodbrey and John Whitten each
Coach Sam Sezak has plenty of
event. Other Maine men scoring in the indoor intramura
softball
l
league believed that Allen will have over 100 connected for solo base knocks.
good material at his disposal
the weights include a fourth for John this week.
The Huskies bobbled the ball exactly
Most of the work up to this time has
and the junior Bears should
Collins in the shot put and another
Delta Tau, by virtue of a two run involved the proper stance for the seven times and these errors plus five
prove to be a power in their
fourth for Al Sproul in the hammer
last inning rally, nipped Phi Gamma different positions and a few of the hits along with the right timing accircuit.
throw. Maine was scoreless in the discrued Maine's seven markers.
Delta, 10-9, for the fraternity honors. other fundamentals.
Hear Ye ...
cus. Earl Vickery, hampered someThe
boys
from
Phi
Gam
were leading
The Lewiston aggregation, winner of
The men who have reported to Coach
Husson College of Bangor will come what by lack of practice, took second
9-8, going into the seventh, but the Allen are:
last year's State Series, will be at full
to Orono next Monday afternoon to in the javelin with a heave of 177
feet,
play the jayvees in the "snowed out" and Freeman Phillips, of the Annex, middle of Delta Tau's batting order
Everett Beals, James Adams, Rob- strength and the game should give an
Coons. Sabattus, and Paradis came
game scheduled for last Tuesday. The took third with a throw of 170
ert Arnold, Richard Bleakney, Melvin indication as to what team is the leadfeet. through for the win. Bob
Ames and Schwartz, Cecil Cayford,
ing contender for this season's crown.
visitors have seen little practice so far
Arthur
Josh Tobey, a double winner for third baseman Doug Williamson
played
this year. and the student-coach of the
Clark, Charles Cook, Joseph Corbin, The Bears will follow up their exhiBrown in the mile and the 880. pulled fine ball for the losers.
Ames collected A. L. Cunningham.
club states that his charges might be
Nick Cutreles, bition contest with Colby played a
away from Maine's Elmer Folsom in three straight hits.
a little rough around the edges, but
Henry
Dombkowski, Paul Ellis, Rich- couple of weeks ago, with a Series batthe final lap of the mile run and broke
West Oak. again an intramural ard Fish, Tow Fowke, R. Gordon, tle with Eddie Roundy's men on next
will be battling all the way.
the tape in four minutes, twenty-eight
champion, defeated barracks 11-13, 5-3. Dave Griffin, William Hammond, John Tuesday at Orono. The locals are fast
... One Way to Win
seconds. Folsom finished five seconds
;
in the Dorm Division. "Rocco" AN'hite Howe, Chester Kennedy, Richard
An interesting story comes
Law- shaping up as a smooth baseball malater. In the 800, Tobey also led three
and Paul Lynch led the freshman at- son, Thomas MacDonald, Edward Mc- chine, and the Mules will find the
from Pimlico racetrack in BaltiM.I.T. runners across the line in a
tack. Barracks 11-13 scored all its Dermott, C. McElaan, Steve
more.... It was the first steepleMcPher- going difficult.
race that saw no Maine man place.
runs
in the first two innings and was son, Ken Marden, Ed Moulton.
chase run of the meet, and eight
Bleachers have been set up along
Morton and Davis finished second handcuffed after that. Fred
Brans- John Murphy, James O'Connor
stalwart steeds were vying for the
the
first and third base sides and
Wil,
and fourth, respectively, in the two comb was the leadng sticker
for the liam Ottman, A. NV. Panarise,
top honor. At the fourteenth
Ralph behind home plate, so there'll be sitmile, and in the 440, Sam Silsby took losers with three hits
in three appear- Piscopo. Richard
jump there were only three of
Reilly, Richard Rich, down room for the early birds.
a fourth behind the winner. Crimmins ances at the plate.
the starting eight left to attempt
Guy
Howe,
Calvin
Simpson, Paul
of Brown, who won in 49.4 seconds in
the hurdle. The first two horses
Sferes,
R.
C.
Tamm.
Richard
Thaxter.
a time trial. Russ Dow took second
went over successfully, but the
Al Thomas, A. Thorndyke, Stan Tyand Charlie Chapman finished third in
third, a filly named Valiant, deler, Pete Tsacolotos, R. D. Watson.
the 100 yard dash to give Maine
cided that was enough for her.
squar:
dance
club
will
hold
Richard Waterman. Walter White,
its
valuable points. Carroll Taylor came
She came to a dead stop before
in fourth in the 220 to keep Maine in annual party May 13. All who have Fred Wood, Jack Zollo, James BeauCoach G. NV. Small's tennis squad
the barrier, promptly tossed her
come to Square Dance during the year dry, John Dennison, Robert Goodell,
the running.
bowed to Connecticut University to the
are invited to attend. There will be M. F. Berry, G. NV. Stone, and Alan
jockey to the turf, turned on her
Joe LeClair was second in the 120
tune of 6 to 3. The event took place at
heels, and trotted off in the diShulman.
yard high hurdles, running in the event no meeting May 6.
Storrs. Conn., last Saturday.
rection of the barns. But she
for the first time since 1945, when he
Although inexperienced at the time
was not quick enough, for a
competed in the Pacific Olympic games
of the contest. Maine caused considerspectator (a two-dollar bettor, at Manila.
Blaine Beal. who also took
able worry for the U-Conns, who alno doubt) made a dash after the
a second in the 220, crossed the line in
ready had four matches under their
animal, caught her, and led her
fourth place.
belts this year.
back to the rejected rider. The
In the jumping events Maine's enThe results of the Singles were:
horse-chaser assisted the jockey
tries varied in their performances, with
(1) Van Peursem (M) vs. Sweeny
in remounting the plug, who
respect to past records, from good to
The University of Maine J.V. baseballers opened their 1947 (C ). 4-6, 6-4, 7-5; (2) Dietz (C) vs.
then coaxed his equine over the
bad. The pole vault found Bob Emer- season last Saturday by
Southard (M),6-4, 3-6, 6-2;(3) Herwhipping Brewer High School, 11-0.
hurdle to a belated finish in the
son clearing 11'6, far below his
man (M) vs. Lopatin (C), 8-10. 8-6,
vacant third position.
The game was close for five innings
winter high marks, but good enough
6-4; (4) Sheffs (C) vs. Stebbins ( M),
Mentionables
for a second place tie. In the broad but in the fifth, sixth, and seventh
6-3, 6-3; (5) Quintor (C) vs. O'Neil
First home game for Bear diamond- jump. Emerson roared back with a frames the Junior Bears exploded for I
(M), 7-5, 6-0; (6) Harris (C) vs.
eers tomorrow—get out and cheer leap of 21'3" to take another second all their runs. Coach Sam Sezak used
Batherson (M), 6-1, 7-5.
them to a Ain
twenty players during the contest, with
New Hampshire's place.
Results for the Doubles were: (1)
"Boo" Morcom set a new record of
It should be remembered in Maine's at least two men at every position.
Van Peursem and Southard (M) vs.
14 ft. 3 in. for the pole vault in the behalf, however, that until last MonSweeny and Sheffs, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4; (2)
Fred Thurlow, who has been conPenn Relays last Saturday.... Bob day the squad was without facilities sidered good Varsity material
Lepatin and Dietz vs. Herman and
by Bill
Bennett, formerly of Maine and now of for polt vaulting and high and broad Kenyon, started on the mound for
O'Neil (M). 6-2, 6-3; (3) Strong and
the
Brown, didn't compete in the Tri-meet jumping. The weight men were con- Jayvees and was practically invincible
Harris
vs. Stebbins and Leach (M),
.;
last week end; instead he went to fined in their practice sessions to In the seven innings he worked, Thur6-1, 11-9.
Philly and captured the hammer throw space and time not allotted to the base- low fanned 14 Brewer batters. The
event.
ball team in the field house. The only man to get a hit off the lanky
Prognostications
javelin men could not do their best on Maine pitcher was Don Cust.
All of Maine's baseball clubs will be many days outside because of adverse
Led by the hitting of third baseman
in action this week end, so we'll ven- weather conditions. Wind and cold Bob Whitney, the J.V.'s broke the ice
ture back out on that very insecure hampered them considerably. Many in the sixth with two runs, gathered
The W.N.N Council will be hostess
limb and try and call 'em as we see of the runners were not in top shape two more in the seventh, and split the
to girls from the high schools in Ban'em....
for this meet for the reasons enumer- game wide open with seven runs in
gor. Brewer. Old Town. and Orono
Varsity:
ated.
the eighth. Whitney started this rally
for the annual play day this Saturday.
May 1 Maine 9—Bowdoin 5
with a long triple. The two run
Dot Stanley is chairman of the com3 Maine 4—Bates 3
seventh was featured by a steal of home
mittees. Others in charge are Venita
6 Maine 10—Colby 2
by shortstop Hank Allen.
Kittredge heading publicity; Thelma
Junior Varsity:
The seniors won the interclass volley
Other men who played good ball in
Crossland. registration: Gerry BelleMay 1 J.V.'s 3—Annex 5
ball tournament with an undefeated the opener included Paul Lynch, who
fleur, Colleen Richardson. and Mary
2 J.V.'s 8—Coburn 2
record. The juniors and the freshmen made two hits in four appearances at
Batchelder. program; Norma Drum5 J.V.'s 12—Husson 4
tied for second place with three wins the plate, and Halver Hart, who caught
FRED THURLOW
mond, luncheon: and Helen Fluzzell,
7 J.V.'s 7—Higgins 5
and three losses each.
the entire game.
—Photo by Netvholl equipment.

Championship
To West Oak
And Delta Tau

Allen Held Up
By Elements;
Goes Indoors

Square Dance
The

Maine Tennis Team
Beaten By UConns

Jayvees Topple Brewer, 11-0;
Fred Thurlow Strikes Out 14

High School Girls
Come For Play Day

Senior Girls Win
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Malcolm Blodgett
Ranks Highest On
Comprehensives

Amateur Group

Doten, Wells Meet And Report
To Anxious Food Committee

Seeks Volunteer
Storm Observers

Mr. Henry Doten, University busi- to discuss
se any further questions which
Dr. Albert M. Turner, head of the
The Amateur Weathermen of Amernets manager, met the North Dormi- may
English Department, has announced the ica are requesting the assistance of
The committee, led by Ken Latories Food Committee of the Men's
seven highest ranking students in the volunteer observers to report on thunBarge,
surveyed the data, sought to
Senate, Friday, April 25 in his office.
comprehensive examination given by derstorms, and hope to have at least
clarify the statements in the report,
Mr. Vells, new Dormitory Manager,
the English Department. In order of
and answered questions presented by
one in each community. .
attended the meeting.
rank they are Malcolm Blodgett, DoroMr. Wells in regard to improvements
thy Ward, Edith Strout, Anne Woods, Amateur Weathermen will cooperate 1 A two page typewritten report of desired by the North Dorm men.
Elaine McManus, Stanley Thomas, with three groups of professional lexpenditures of the Field House DinMr. Wells, who has returned to this
meteorologists who are conducting ing Hall was presented to the comand Constance Cratty.
studies of thunderstorms in three sec- mittee. Mr. Doten expressed the hope job after an absence of seven years,
"This comprehensive examination,"
tions of the country. The reports of that the data was exactly that re- invited the group to contact him any
said Dr. Turner, "is designed to measthe Amateur. Weathermen will assist quested by the committee, and invited time at his office.
ure the attainments of majors on the
these projects.
The committee will make a full
the committee to return in two weeks
basis of their entire English curricureport to the Men's Senate and will
Those
wishing
to
serve
as
volunteer
lum. It is the type of examination
explain the means by which the Unithat prevails in many colleges and uni- thunderstorm observers are requested
versity contracts personnel responsible
to
write
THUNDER
&
LIGHTversities throughout the country."
for feeding all campus dormitories.
All fourteen senior majors who took NING, Amateur Weathermen of
the examination, composed of five America, The Franklin Institute, Philparts, have passed. The final oral adelphia 3, Pa.
Friday, May 2
quizzes were given on Tuesday and
Panhellenic Formal
:30-1
Thursday, April 22 and 24.
Tuesday, May 6
Interfraternity Sing
The students and faculty of the
M.G.-7:30
Orchestra
17 SN-7:15 University of Maine now have the
Newman Club
opportunity to aid in the rehabilitaTickets will be placed on sale in Wednesday, May 7
tion of European libraries which were
the Bookstore next Wednesday and
devastated during the war.
Maine Day
Robert C. Petterson, who will be Thursday for the outing on Saturday
Wednesday
Morning
Scholarly literature is in demand.
graduated from the University of afternoon, May 10, sponsored by
Fellowship
M.C.A.-7
Those
:00
who have scientific and technoMaine in June. has been awarded a OCUMMO for all off-campus men
logical
publications of the past ten
Thursday,
May
8
graduate assistantship at the Universi- and women.
Band
Armory-7:00 years are asked to turn them in at the
ty of Southern California in Los AngeThe group will meet at Stillwater
Glee Clubs
300 A-7:15 University library. The works conles, where he will report in the fall.
Picnic Grounds at 4:14 p.m. Saturday, Tumbling
W.G.-7:00 tributed will be sent to a central office
Petterson, a chemistry major, plans where weiners (roast your own) and
in Washington, and then to Europe.
Friday,
May
9
to work for his master's degree and beverage will be provided.
Junior
Prom
M.G.-9-2
Textbooks, light fiction, studies of
then his doctor's degree at the UniGuides will meet the Old Town bus
purely local interest, and popular
Sunday, May 11
versity of Southern California.
at Stillwater corner. Several cars
300 Club
M.C.A.-7:00 magazines are not wanted. Inquiries
will leave Orono's Post Office Square
may be made of the library staff reat 4:00 p.m.
garding suitability of material.

Campus Calenclar

OCUMMO Plans
Picnic And Hayride

Petterson Will Pe
Chemistry Assistant

• Replaceable filter in new
Frank Medico Cigarette Holders,
filters the smoke.
• Cuts down nicotine.
• C..its down irritating tars.
• In zephyrweight aluminum.
• Special styles for men and women.
• $2 with 10 filters, handy pouch
and gift box.

Want Scientific Books
For Europe's Libraries

Class To Hear Southard

For Comfortable Spring and Summer Wear

Metralttar F.-dogrel Reserve Bank

get the Cool
MANHATTEN SLACKS
BASAUE SHIRTS
Young men and women will
always find this banking in-

Sold exclusively at

ALLAN LEWIS CO.
Bangor

181 Exchange St.

C

•

216 No. Main St.

M•rober Fesistral Depoait Insurance Corp.
Is

•.•

Here's a natural for fun. It plays anywhere...
at the beach, on trains, boats...and with rich. ••
-big-set- electronic tone. always! 2 motors: •
•
Electric (plug it in) or wind up (tubes operate •
•
on battery).
•
• There's no other phonograph with the unique
• features of Capitol's "Luxury" Portable.
• Remember: it's produced by a record rnanujadurer,to give you recorded music at it a best,
• when and where you want it Ask your record
; dealer for Capitol's
• Luxury Portable.

•••• Ifkm

BRYAN E. ROSS

Wtth he•Ivit offices in
East•rn Main•

•
•

I\ A PACKAGE

Hillel Foundation

The
Merrill
Trust Company

...........••

ii

stitution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Mr. Frank E. Southard, chairman
(.f the Maine Public Utilities Commission, will address students in Maine
Dr. Cecil Reynolds will speak to
Government at 1:45 p.m. Thursday, the Hillel Foundation Tuesday, May
May 8, in 28 South Stevens Hall. This 6, at 7:15 p.m. in the M.C.A. lounge.
will be the fourth in the series of I Dr. Reynolds will talk on "The
lectures by state officials, arranged Bible in a Modern World."
and directed by Professor Edward F.
Dow, head of the Department of Weather report: Sunshine and warm' Government. These lectures are open er weather, followed by two-piece bathto the public.
ing suits, followed by me.

old Town, Me.
AUTO SUPPLIES
Sl't)U'Fl\G GOODS
Fishing Equipment
Baseballs
Softballs
Ben Pearson Archery Sets
Target Rifles
Tennis Rackets and Balls
Bicycles
Automobile Supplies
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THE PENOBSCOT TIMM POST IS 0% TIIE LEVEL
SHOP AND SAVE THE 0111 TOWN WAY
1(1% REDUCTION - 10 11AI PLAN
RADIOS
IRONS
TOASTERS
MIXERS
WAFFLE IRONS
PRESSURE COOKERS
COFFEE MAKERS
VACUUM CLEANERS

RECORDS
BICYCLES
TRICYCLES
SCOOTERS
CARTS
TOYS
WINDUP AND
ELECTRIC PLAYERS

JEWELRY
BILLFOLDS
SOUVENIRS
PIPES
CANDY
STATIONERY
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ICE CREAM

ALL 1111110111,141 IRERTISED PROWTS

PENOBSCOT TRAIIING POST
DLII TOM, MAINE

19 Mill
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Thirty-One Girls Initiated
Into Reactivated Delta Zeta

Page Seven

Club Notes

Masonic Installation
Led By D. Beale
on campus and attended the meeting.
Last Thursday Night
There will be an election of officer,

MOC

Thirty-one girls were formally initi- Rosemarie Gagnon, .Iargaret Gorham,
ated into the newly reactivated Alpha BEgy Harriman, Margaret Hurd, RoA general meeting of the M.O.C. at the next
Officers of the Order of the Temple,
meeting of the club.
Upsilon chapter of Delta Zeta sorority berta Johnson, Marion Keith, Venita will
be held tonight at 7:00 in 15 ,
,I student Masonic organization, were
at formal ceremonies in North Esta- Kittredge, Serita Lane, Elizabeth Lehformally installed by Douglas Beale at
brooke Saturday. These ceremonies man, Joanne Lindgren. Frances Litch- Coburn Hall. At this meeting, plans
a meeting of the Order held last Thursfor
rest
the
of
semester
the
will
be
opened a full week end of sorority field, Gloria MacKenzie, Gloria McElection of oiT;c',..rs was .." at the day night.
events.
Ginley, Elizabeth Meyer, Gloria Mock- discussed, and movies of a trip to
The four officers installed were:
recent IRC meeting. T new sate of
Saturday evening a formal banquet ler, Gloria Noyes, Georgia Parsons, Katandin will be shown. These will
officers is as follows : president. Ernie Larry Wheeler, Worshipful Master;
was held in Estabrooke in honor of Jean Polleys. Ruth Preble. Mary- serve as an introduction to a Katandin
' Hanson; vice-president. Don Collins ;'Arthur Curtis, Senior Warden; Bob
the new initiates, the visiting national abbie Pulsifer, Mary Ramsay, Dorothy trip planned for later this spring.
corresponding secretary, Ripon Has- MacDonald, Junior Warden; and Earl
officers, and three guests from the Salo, Florence Sawyer, and Loraine
This week end the M.O.C. will go kell; combined recording secretary
and Ingalls, Secretary.
Delta Zeta chapter at Rhode Island Ward.
to Coldstream Pond. The total cost treasurer, Lois Nicholson;
and
hisI Wheeler announced that the reState College. At the banquet, songof this outing is $2.50. To sign up for torian, Alice Raymond.
mainder of the officers would be filled
books and plaques bearing the sorority
this week end of hiking, fishing, and
Following the business meeting, as follows: Lloyd Ireland, Sir Knight
crest were presented to the girls by
camping, students are asked to place
members of the club discussed the Warder; Winfred Hibbard, Captain of
Mrs. Bernice Hutchinson Gale, nationtheir names and $1.00 in the M.O.C.
, the Guard; Bill Thurlow, Senior
Truman
Doctrine.
al membership vice-president. and Miss .
box in the Bookstore. A bus will
I Deacon; Ray Rideout, Junior Deacon;
Rev.
Edward
Kezarian.
pastor
of
Irene Boughton, national executive
leave from the University bus stop at
I Fred Morey, Inner Guard; Morton
the Old Town Baptist Church, spoke 1:00.
secretary.
Ettinger, Outer Guard; and Larry
Sunday, Panhellenic Council honored to Koinonia on "The Fundamentalist
Jenness,
Twenty-si
Chaplain.
x
new
members
were
initiDelta Zeta at an afternoon tea held Viewpoint" at its last meeting on Sunated
into
the
Gamma
Omicron
A
chapter
meeting
for work will be held
in South Estabrooke.
day, April 27, in the MCA. Reverend
of
Kappa
the
Delta
national
Pi,
next
honThursday
at the Orono Lodge
Robert B. Beith, managing editor of
The new members of Delta Zeta are: Kezarian stated that the so called
orary society for the School of Educa- Hall.
Fundamenta
lists of religion are really the Portland Press Herald. Portland
Lois Avery, Gloria Castner, Jessie
tion, at an initiation dinner held TuesSunday Telegram, and Evening ExCowie, Janice Crockett, Jean Cunning-'"true believers in the Bible."
day, April 29, at North Estabrooke.
ham, Barbara Day, Evelyn Ellsworth, He also presented as one of his main press, vill be the guest speaker at the
arguments for the fundamental point next Press Club luncheon to be held
Seven members of Alpha Kappa
of view the fact that ii a person in the President's Room at North Eschapter of Delta Delta Delta were
accepts the Bible as the basis for his tabrooke, Thursday, May 8, at 12 1 The Scabbard and
Blade Honorary delegates from the University of Maine
life, he must accept it in its entirety. o'clock.
I Military Society will hold their next to the regional convention of the soHe asked the question "Who can say
meeting Thursday evening. May 8, at rority in Boston. April 26.
what passages in the Bible can be kept
7 in 15 Coburn Hall.
They were Saralyn Phillips, Una
Members of Maine Alpha chapter as veritable and what can be discarded
Final plans for the Military Ball Jean MacDonald. Lois Hovey, Elaine
The Political Breakfast Club met
of Pi Beta Phi sorority held their as false?"
will be formulated. Captain Harry Perkins, Norma Drummond, Florence
annual Initiation Banquet and semiTo continue its discussion on the Monday at the home of Dr. Himy B. Crowell
requests that all committee Bruce, and Kathryn Bennett.
formal dance at the Penobscot Valley various aspects of the Protestant Faith, Kirshen for a general discussion of heads be
Dean Elspeth Melville, of the Boston
present at this meeting.
Country Club, Saturday evening. April the group will have as its next speaker state works and politics.
University faculty, addressed the group
26. Miss Dorothy Davis was toast_ Reverend William E. Gardner. MinisKris Fougner of Norway, former
Glamour girl: one who has what it at a luncheon in Boston's Fox and
mistress at the banquet, held in honor ter of the Universalist Church in Ban- student of the University, was back takes to take what you have.
Hounds Club on Saturday.
of the new initiates of pi Beta phi gor, speaking on "The Liberal Viewand in observance of Founder's Day. Point." The time of the meeting will
Entertainment was furnished by the be announced later.
.4r1F- 1111111111/
new members.
How about the coed who had water
Following the banquet, nearly sevon
enty-five couples. including actives„ the knee, but got rid of it when
she took up wearing pumps?
pledges. and state-wide alumnae, attended the semi-formal initiation dance.
Music was by Sammy Saliba and his
orchestra.
Patrons and patronesses of Maine
Alpha chapter, acting as chaperons
were Dr. and Mrs. Wilmarth H. Starr,
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Waring, and I
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn M. Dorsey.
These shoes are right out of our stocks and were
• Hundreds of colleges and univerActive members of the chapter served
sities are represented every year in
originally priced much higher.
the secretarial classes of Katharine
as hostesses.
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Press Club

Seven Were Delegates

Military Club

Pi Beta Phi Sorority
Has Annual Banquet

PBC

HERE THEY ARE!
WOMEN'S

SPRING SHOES

Gibbs. Four convenient schools,
each with the same high standards.
Some of your career-minded classmates will be at Gibbs this summer
or fall. Write College Course Dean.

GOODS
IT'S THE

Brass

Roth/

202 Exchange St., Bangor,
•

KATHARINE GIBBS
NEW YORK 17
BOSTON IS
CHICAGO II
PR0VIONC1S

230 Park Ave
SO Marlberough St.
51 East Superior Si,
15$ Mitell

BLUE — BLACK — RED — BROWN
AND BLACK PATENT LEATHER

LOWER PRICES

IN

BETSY ROSS BREAD
The loaf with the all-grain flavor
For the good of all Anzericans

FAR

:NANSENS
Bangor, Mc.

MISSES
MOTHER'S DAY GIFTS
•GLOVES
• HOSIERY
•SLACKS
•HOUSEDRESSES
• INDIES
•TOILETRIES
• BLOUSES
•SKIRTS
FOR LOWER PRICES
Shop at

gh7) H. C.9‘ K. Store
19 Mill St.
Open Sat. Eve.

Orono, Me.

SPORT TYPE SHOES
HERE'S LOWER PRICES FOR YOU!
Wonderful values in • fine assortment for you
lo choose from.
•OXFORDS

•LOAFERS

• DOG EARS

•GIIILLIES

3.50 to 6.50 VALUES

FREESE'S

SHOE SALON
STREET FLOOR
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Mayoral Candidates Speak Out For Support
eft,
tart)
BANGOR HOUSE

Maine's 1947 Campus Mayoral campaign will break into a furious frenzy
this week end when all five candidates
hop on the bandwagon for a round of
speeches and vote-getting.
Last week, while things were relatively calm, The Maine Campus asked
each candidate's manager to submit a
75 word statement for the enlightenment of the students.
PETE ASCHER
Mr. Pete Ascher came into this
world 19 years ago, singing a railroad
ballard. Since that memorable day,
both Pete and his repertorie have been
in a constant state of growth, until
today he stands some six feet tall,
knows 1000 ballards, 2000 stories, and
3000 good telephone numbers.
Honest Pete has been politically
tailored by the eminent J. M. Curley,
and upon election he vows to execute
a most progressive administration.
Vote for Pete. He can't be Beat.
JOHN BALLOU
The facts are clear. Mismanagement
rules the University. Now is the time
to overturn the policies of the Administration. Student's rights are being
abused and restricted. Education is
the by-word! Let us remove this halter
of authority, throw off these bonds and
create a student administration.
This can be easily accomplished. At
the polls next Tuesday cast your ballot
for Ballou, if you wish to join this
great reformation. Students of the
University—ARISE!!

The Travel Wise Stop at...
BANGOR

Spruce's .Cog kodge
On the Campus
Open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Vol. NIA

Every day except Sunday

Si

• **MAINE

When you or your friends
"come t• town"
Good meals—cheery rooms
from $2.00 a day

Meal,. and Lunches
•

To
A.
Wai

•

THE HILLSON CLEANERS
The Scientifically Superior Cleaners
THEIR HONORS? Agreed on nothing but Newhall's fine photography
are, seated, John Ballou, Pete Ascher, and Art Boynton (withdrawn from
the race); standing, Angus Black, Phil Catir, and Bob Merchant.—All
Maine Day pictures by Ted Newhall.
strong backing from an agricultural "Words, idle words, what are they?
organization.
My actions shall speak!"
In a recent statement he said, "The
present administration's miserable failure to follow the program mapped out
by former mayor John Goff has forced
me to run. The students must be
served."

PHIL CATIR
I, your inimitable and humble servant, Phil Catir propose through the
powers that will be invested in me to
govern this campus in a manner that
will be acceptable to all of you. My
platform does not have a plank in it.
A. CECIL BLACK
It's all welded construction and is the
A. Cecil Black, known to his associ- only guaranteed iron clad mayor's platates and followers as "Astute Angus," form in existance.
has announced his candidacy for
Remember if you wish to stay out
Maine's Mayor.
later, vote for big Phil Catir.
A sparetime resident of Brattleboro,
Vermont, and a Forestry major at the BOB MERCHANT
University, Black is reputed to have
Says Bob Merchant:
•

Now Afford Constant
Pick-lip & Delivery Service
Dial 647

H. D. Hinson, Mgr.

18 Mill St.

Maine '44

Orono
•
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Voted the most wanted pen for graduation
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You're the
man most
likely to
succeed
••

The road to success is paved with
Successful Appearances ... in
Van Heusen Sport Shirts! You get
good taste in patterns, colors—smart,
neat, comfortable collar fit, v.ith or
without a tie! Van Heusen tailoring
flatters your torso! Magic sewmanship,
laboratory-tested fabrics give you long.
wearing satisfaction. Graduate to
Van Heusen today! Phillips-Jones Corp.,
New York 1, N. Y. Makers of
Van Heusen Shirts, Ties, Pajamas,
Collars, Sport Shirts.

Van Henson sport shirts

Parker "51" Pens are available in
the following colors: Black, Blue
Cedar,Dove Gray, Cordovan Brown.
$12.50; 115.00. Pencils: $5.00;
$7.50. Vacumatic Pens, 58.75.
Pencils, $4.00.

PLAN TO WRITE YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS
WITH THE WORLD'b MOST WANTED PEN
Scniors at 20 great unisersitics, coast to coast, have
made Parker their first choice—more wanted than the
next three makes combined! Here is a pen of rare beauty
and precision—perfectly balanced—eager to write.
Writing is actually fun with a "51". Its tubular point
starts instantly. Each stroke is smooth and silent. This,
too, is the pen that writes dry with wet ink!
So whether you're graduating this year or later, get a
"51" now. Let it help you write your way to success.
For graduation, your birthday, or whatever the next gift
occasion may be—ask for the world's most-wanted
pen . . . Parker "51". The Parker Pen Company,
Janesville, Wisconsin and Toronto, Canada.
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